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·. INTRODUCTION 

Today there are fewer and .lower barriers against Jewish 

parti~ipation in every aspect of ·American .life than at any 

time since Jews began to ~m.migrate to the United States in 
... 

. . 
·1arge number:-s, almost a century ago. . Many old problems are 

·., ·:. 

I 

distinqtly Jess u~&ent and les.s difficult than · when the 

pare~ts of our young men and women were themselves young . . 

Nothing is certain in human affairs except change; and in 

particular, Jewish history is a record of d·~ange,. from sorrow 

to joy but also from joy · to sorrow. Still, even a cauti ous 

ana pruderit assessment seems to j~stify the ho~e that at 

least in the ·near future, the barriers against American 

Jews will continue to shrink in size and number. To the 

old problems, pr i marily external, new problems succeed, 

primarily internal. It is a good and wholesome change ·~ · 

From the time when the American Jewish Commit tee wa s 

founded, more than sixty years ago, until recentl y, its 
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chi,ef purpose was to combat prejudice and discrimination: 

in the United States and abroad; against Jews and, by an 
·~. 

extension both moral and practical, .against all minorities. 

Intellectually, the major achievement of that effort was 

the famous 'five-volume series that has b.~come a landmark in 

social-sciei:itifiC· thought' "Studies in Prejudice. II The 

prejudice in question was;·more than anything else, anti-

semitism; and what those five volumes demonstrated, each 

in its own way, was that prejudice is a problem of the 

prejudiced, not of the people or ·· groups that are its objects. 

It was understood that prejudice aff~c.ts its victims 

for the worse s~bject{vely as well as objectively -- for 

example, it not only bars them from certain careers ·tut 

also ·stimulates such reactions as self-hate. But first 

things were rightly .considered to be first, ·and the Committee 
·. 

gave most of its effort to fighting prejudice and discrimina-

tion. ·Rightly -- because as prejudice anq discrimination 

have dimini~hed, so have their various undes·irable subjective 
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reactions . By common observa t ion, th.ere ·. is less J·ewish self-
·. 

hate (to use the same example) than there .used to be . Whether · 

there is any simple, one-way, cause-and-effect ·relation be-

tween these facts may be open to question; that they ~ 

facts is less open to question. Similarly, the relation may 

no.t be clea:r between the present mood and outlook. of . American 

Jews·, on the one hand, and -~he tragedy of Nazism and the 

triumph ·or Israel, on the other; but it is clear tpat there · 

is -a relation . 

· But the subjective or internal problems of Jews have not, 

for ·that reason, disappeared·. The·y have only changed their 

character. Once mostly negative, they are now mostly posi-

tive -- or so we would like to believe . Actu<:?-lly," .tho~e prob-

lems may be one problem, the problem of identity: Am I a 

Jew? In what way am I a Jew? Wha t is a Jew? Should I Qe 

a Jew? 

.. 
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In America today the individual Jew lives within an 

a tmospher.e which emphasizes freedom of personal choice and . 

self-determination. The external constraints that have been 

brought to bear on Jews throughout the_ Christian era have 

been loosened. But this freedom creates problems for a people 

· who have lived much of their long history in persecution and 

bondage. Judaism has traditionally stressed the Jewishness 

of the man who is born a Jew; on the grpund . that it is God's 

design that he be so . In our own centu~y, the cruelest enemies 

we have ever had in our long history did not ask the Jew 

whether or not he wanted to be a Jew: jndeed, certain Jews 

who seemed to have successfully disaffiliated themselves were 

:tragically reminded of -the indelible fact of their Jewishness. 

Traditionally, ill1er faith was combined with -external pressure 

to secure the basis of Jewish self-affirmation and survival. 

For the majority of American Jews of the new generation, 

both the inner impe~atives and the. external pressures that 

once molded Jewish self-consciousness are no longer decisive . 

- - ~---· . 

.4. 
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With the loo.sening of close .fami:J_y and cultural ties and the · 

erosion of the solidarities that prevailed in the immigrant 

world, it becomes increasingly problematic to define the gr0unds 

and contents bf one 's Jewishness ; 

These are the reasons why· the American Jewish Committee 

convened a conference on Jewish identity in November 1964. We 

wanted to avai l ourselves of the thinking of some of the best 

minds in the Jewish commu.ility, who were concerned with the 

vitality of Judaism and in touch with the younger generation. 

We sought in this way to provide grounds for the further deli -

berations of the Committee and to stimulate fur ther considera-

tion in the community at large. 

c 

The discussion furnished us with a number of searc.hing 

questions and challenges ·that the Jewish corrimunity must seriously 

- . (:.::· 

reflect on if the basic issues are to have 
••. i;;:.: · 

a genuine. resolution. 

Several in the conference stressed that the intellectual and 

emotional gap between the historic experience·of the Jews and 

the realities of democratic society must be bridged. If we are. 

to effect a·synthesis · between .these two, we must first understand 
/ 
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which· customs, values, and attitudes are essen~ial to each 
.. . .· 

and which ones are merely ·circums.tan:tiar. The question arose, 

for ·example, whether the .involvement of Jewish youth with ·the 

·civil-rights movement can serve as an adequate means of creat-

ing or expressing a Jewish commitment. At. the ot:t:ie·r extreme, 

the 4iscuss~nts considered the possible influence on the com-

muni ty ·a·t large .of those committed and uncompromisingly· ob..: 

servant Jews who perpetuate the traditional religious culture 

.. in its traditional forms . Can those traditional forms be in-

corporated into the everyday practice of the great number of 

Jews who ha.ve been less touched by the central historical and 

·religious exp~rie.qce o~ the J.ewish .people? 

Like many' of the issues we have faced in the past, those· 

Tai~ed in the present discussion will be a long time in finding 

their solution. Though we in the American Jewish Committee 

have faith in a . free society !s .abili t y · t o .come to grips wi t h 

the problems ft .creates , we also k.npw that solut1ons take time 

and · effort . All we hope to do here is to provide an ~rena in 

_._ .. _ __ . 
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~hich issues .can be a~red, problems clarified, and persp~c -

. 
tives · sorted .out . 

During the cour·se of the discussion several concrete P..ro-

pos.als were offered . They are included in the text (VII': "Some 

Propos<?.ls for the Future"); but ~§lY here .be briefly summarized 

as follows : 

1) That this or some similar body should meet with a 

certain amount of regularity to examine and think about im-. 

portant questions of contemporary Jewish life ; 2) that the 

necessary resources and facilities should be made ·available 

to it, and 3) that it should issue periodic reports of its re-

search and discussions, in som~ appropriate form. 

We in the Committee have already . b~nefited from the learntng 

and thoughtfulness of the conferees though I hasten to add 

that no institutional commitments were asked for or given. The 

conference has proven .already useful · to our plans and program 

~or strengthening Jewish identity ~nd we hope to ~e able to. 

assist in its continued · functioning . 

-··-=-- .... -... .. .... _ .. ·-··' ···.-..--:.· · : ... -.. :·. =~· .. · ~· .... . ... :· .. -.... -----:.· .. -·- :-;!- -- -~ 
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On behalf of the American . Jewish Committee, I have the 

pleasant duty of thanking the par ticipants -for the ·grac.ious 

spirit w.i th which they entered into thes·e proceedings and. for 

their valued contributions. Mr .. · Manheim Shapiro gave enthusiasm 

and tireless effort to organizing the conference. The Littauer ~· · -

Fourida tion' s liberality and generosi·ty made it possible in the 

first place . 

We were especially fortunate in having as our moder~tor . . ' 

a distinguished scientist, scholar, and educator, Professor 

Joseph Schwab of the University of Chicago, who effectively 

guided the emergence of form from what might otherwise have. been ... . 

· formless. Professor Schwab has asked us· not· to include his re-

marks here on the ground that they were only procedural com-

· ments . · Those "procedural coniments" contained much that was wise 

· and probing, but we ·have adhered to his wishes. 

. ' - It is also my sad duty to record thq. t ·since th_e conference · · · ·'" 

tqree gifted intel.lectuals and ·scholars who participated in it 

. · .. . have b~en taken from us : Irving Cant~r, T. Herzl Rom~, . and Uriel 

. Weinreich~ I.n 'their deaths America, and .American Jewry . ' 

. ' . 
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particular~y, has sustained a loss all the more grievous be

cause untimely. We should ha,ve continued . to benefit from their 

work and their presence with us for many more years. 
.. 

A final word a bout the editing.. The text printed here is 

a reordered ~xtract from the stenographic record of the con

ference. Deli bera tel.y, all were encouraged to give free rein ·. 

to . ~heir thoughts, responding to each other in agreement or 

disagreement. The agenda itself was loose rather than tigh~, 

and the major themes emerged only as the conference proceeded. 

The arr~ngement here is more in keeping with a logi9al order 

than with the actual ·order in which the individual contribu-

t~ons were· made . Some interesting matter has necessariiy bee~ 

edited out, as per~pheral to the centr~l themes; but we hope 

that the original meanings and intents have been retained, and 

that what may have been lost in spontaneity of thought and 

expression has been balanced by a gain in coherence· and sequence. · 

The summary matter in italics ~t ~he beginning of each section 

is added. 

John Slawson 
Executive Vice-President 
The American Jewish Committee 

July 1967 

·. 

.· 
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. SECTION.·! 

.THE JEWISH COMMUNITY: . PAST AND PRESENT 

To understand the problems of Jewish 

\ 

identity and continuity in terms that are relevant 

-· to us ~ today, · we must understand the enormous difference . 

which Eniancipation· has wrought in the history· of Jews. 

Vndermining the traditional foundations of Jewish life, 

Enancipa tion has not yet provided adequate replacements ·. 

for modern J'ews o 

Gerson Cohen 

Ben Halpern . 

Arthur Hertzberg 

·Lloyd Gartner 

10~ 
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~ · ~DL ,;. Garson Cohen 

Each and every one of us comes to this ~cussion with an 

( 
avo~ed partisan interest, ~hich we can conveniently summarize 

by calling an interest in Jewish continuity. At the same time, 

I think it is important to recognize that we come to this dis-

cussion not only with a certain amount of interest but also 

with a considerable amount of intellectual and emotional bag-

gage that we have not formulated so much as inherited. It is, 

I believe, vital for us to recognize and identify this legacy, 

for since much of it is ~borne unconsciously we may find our-

s&lves in the position of tacitly hankeTing after situations 

which rationally we do not really want. Our concern for Jewish 

\ 
[ 



continuity is charged with values derived from a long historic 

experience of Jewish confrontation with Gentile cultures and .. 

societies. In the course of this experience, our ancestors 

developed and bequeathed values which have become very much 

a part of the Jewish tradition. While many of these values 

~re a source of enrichment and part or the legacy we may want 

to cultivate, others are by no means an asset to us in our 

modern situationo And the first step is to isolate the wheat 

from what we regard as chatf. 

In othar words, if we are to treat the problem or Jewish 

continuity in terms · that are relevant and meaningful. to our 
G 

own age and situat1on 9 our initial job, it seems to me, is to 

take &ccount of the wide gul~ that div1des between our general 

approaches to social issues~ in all their ~iversity, and tra-

d1tiorial Jewish ways and premises in evaluating Je\-tish fate 

and destiny. I am fully aware of the considerable diversity 

that characterized Jewish approaches to such questions in the 



past no less than in the present. Neverlheless, I think it 

is fair to spealt of a qualitative difference in approach to 

Jewishness, and all that that entails, between us and our pre-

modern ancestors. 

(y~ 
Much of Jewish communal experience p~--to modern 

/\ 

emancipation has been the history or a corporate group that 

unabashedly thought in terms of its own interests and its own 

values. In its negotiations with other groups, the Jewish com-

munity was represented by men or groups~ho could claim, at 

least by standards of measurement that were almost universally 

recognj.zed as legitimate, to speak for the Jewish group as a 

whole. ·This, of course, is no longer the case, whatever the 

issue may be. Now, it seems to me that many o~ us of'ten ex-

press, or at least tacitly reflect, a profound concern over 

the great disparity between the historic Jewish way of coping 

with communal problems and the new ways which democratic society 

has opened up to us (or, if you prefer,- forced upon us). While 
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most or us would acknowledge that the democratic way of life 

has opened up to us, individually as well as collectively, many 

. . . 
new avenues of _expression and enrichment, many communal leaders 

appear to be alarmed at the fact that many of the new forms or 

Jewish expression and many or the tendencies in Jewish life in 

this country do not fit into any or the moulds that make up 

· part or the emotional-intelleotual baggage that our immigrant 

parents and our ancestral literature have imparted to us. 

Now, we are -- and I beg to be forgiven for emphasizing 

so obvious a point -- a very young community here, indeed far 

too young to be able to engage in any long-te.~ prognosis of 

our Jewish situation in ' this society. Far more important, it 

seems to me that there have been relatively few Jews who have 

tried seriously to bridge the intellectual and emotional gap 

be.tween the historic exp~r1encG of the Jews, i~h:tch-I-;.rr--
. . ,,,, 

(."..(\ ;-....J 

clu~e. inhe.ri ted traditional values, and the r ealities or de~o-

cratic society. I do not mean that Jews have been reluctant 

/U -4.-, 



to think as well as to live democratically and pluralistically. 

They have been willing indeed. But in doing so, they have 

either thrown overboard t heir traditional patterns of thought 

and behavior, or they have compartmentalized the tradition in 

a way that is best characterized by Judah Loeb Gordon's advice 

to be a Jew at home and a human being outside. In other words, 

there has been little effort on the part of responsible Jewish 

leadership to synthesize the tradition -- in the broadest sense 

·or that term -- with our democratic situation, so that those of 

. frl'~( 
the American Jewish aommunity who are interested notA1n genuine 

continuity but also in living meaningfully as members of American 

society, will live in an integrated frame of reference. ~e 

platitudinous. reiteration or the claim that Judaism has basic 

affinities l·Ii th American democracy is not only of no use in 

this connection, it often appears to me to be downright harmf'ul, 

for the assertion when unqualified i s soon belied to anyone who 

wants to find out the truth for himself. 



When I speak of traditional ways of looking at thin.gs, I · 

trust that I will not be understood to mean n~c·essarily 'tra- . 

ditionally religious approaches to Jew~sh life. We are con-

fronted in this country with many different types of Jewish 

approach to Jewish as wall as to American societ~religious, 

secularist, ·nationalis~or even assimilationist in the popular 

sense of the wo·rds. Nevertheless, I think we are all aware of 

the fact that there are certain "official" diagnoses of Jewish 

history and of Jewish corporate existence that float around 

Jewish communities throughout the world today. The ona most 

loudly heard, and the one least protested, I . ~uppose, is the 

kind that is coming from official and semi-official Israeli 

·circles, and which is buttressed by Israeli scholarship and 

/t, 
-%1-. 

by Zionist diagnoses of the Jewish situation in the Diaspora _ -·-···.-

without any kind of rel~tionship to the realities of American 

society or of other Western democratic societies. I think 

that is true also or certain religious and even of secularist 



~ 
groups in the United States, each of which ~6 brought from 

Eastern Europe, Western Europe or other parts of the world~ 

certain formul.atCd notions, whic~o not necessarily fit 

into the realities of our situation • . 

To eite a specific example, many people of difrerent 

shades of coI!l!llunal affiliation often point to the decline in 

' JeWlsh identity and consequent threat to continu.ity in the 
-r:/1.fl-; 

light ofAchanged ra~io: between Jewish and Gentile cu~tu:re3. 

()../ 

In earlier days t we are told, J'ews were born into.A Jewish · 

culture and subsequently absorbed a certain runot~~t of general 

culture. However, t heir principal uni verse of discourse ·was a 

Jowis~ oneo In our day, on the other hand, we are for tha most 

part born into the general culture, over which whatever Jewish 

culture we wish to ha7e or impart must ba superimposedo Now 

while this comparison is by and l arge true ro~ the East European 

!e·wish experience, the East European Jewish experience, however 

long and rich, is by no means all of J'awish history. Indeed, for 



a large part of our history this was not true for the masses of 

. . Y~ 

· Jews. The latter were born into Jewish religio~ but not ne~es-

·sarily into Jewish culture. What determined their Jewish identity 

and Jewish consciousness was not so much cultural awareness as 

lega l status. A Jew was aware or his Jewishness because that 

fact determined his .place ·in society legally, economically, (J/lvL 

politically. If we are concerned about Jewish identity and 

Jewish continuity in this country, we must begin with the aware-

ness that not the Jewish masses have changed, noiireven their 

.attitude to culture. What has changed is the brute fact of 

Jewish status. Dl'-.-HeP.Jfz·berg.,-l-b&l-ie-ve-i-t-was, rightly indi-...., 
~,-1s w~'i , 

..oa:.ted- tlla-t I\ the change effected by the ~mancipa ti on . was much 

-
·more radical for the Jewish masses than for the Jewish intel-

. 
lectual and the Jewish · religious leader. The individual Jew 

no longer needed his Je'Wish guarantees to have his day in courto .. . · : -· 

Hence, he · could cease worrying about his Jewishness and content 

himself ~ith being a German of Mosaic persuasion or an American · 

ot Hebrew faith. 



,v# d 
Now it is"terms of the new situation tha~~AJ"ewish 1ntel-

lectuals,, apart from religions reformer~ in Western Europe, have .. 
coped with the problem of Je\·dsh cultu:re. · Those who were nurtured 

on the theory of minority status and ~oped to see it continued 
. 
v,J I. 

_...t6 the United States/ have been frustrated, for this pattern of 

social identity is no more relevant to this country than medieval 

- forms. If 9 therefore, the first reality ~e must acknowledge is 

that our Jewish situation has changed, ~d not the Jews, the 

second reality is that Jswish intellectuals have in recent years 

not given much sGrious thought to the formulation ot a theory 

of Jewish existence in a democratic society of the American 

type. To be sure, we have had suggestions, but they have bean 

few, and the problem has not always been on the agenda of most 

of the responsible leadership. The concerns and solutions of 

responsible men like Horace Ksllen and 1-!ordecai M. Yi.aplan have 

been relegated to the history of ideas, leaving tha field open 

to people tvho scoff at the problam or to special pleaders. 
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. . . 
• . ' 

Neither oTthodox nor secular Jewry has come up with a theory 

•. . .. 
' 1 

o<..O, 
-i-'6-

. · .. 

of Jewish existence in the United States. Orthodox and secularists ··. 

seam to be content to live in a bif'i..u·catod vorld. Conservativ~ 

and ~eform thinkers often becloud matters even v.orse by giving 
= -

lip-service to synthesis without sho~ring the way or even recog-

nizing the problem. If we are concerned with Jewish identity . 

and continuity, I think we must recognize the ~~ nead for . 

theories of Jewish existence and life in a democratic framework. 

On the part of religious groups, this will require coping \\tith 

escb&tology no less than with problems of cultural pluralism. 

Secularists will ha~a to come up with ~ew solutions and r a tionales. 

Granted that theories do not breed a society, no healthy scciety 

can long afford to be without one. A theoryt at l east, provides 

· · the· framework for intelligent education c.nd an intslligiblo yard--- · 

stick for evaluation of our progress and f ailure i n r el a t ion to 

goals. 



The crisis of our community arises from the contradictory 

fact that many ' of us are ra"ally Jews involuntarily despite the 

fact that in America the formal requirement for Jewishness is 

a voluntary act of adherence. In this country Jew3 have no 

c·orpo·rattf s·tatus imposed by public law or by a social and insti- . 

- ·tut16rial history which defines the entire community. Since we -

are ·not Jews by some formal, external compulsion, ~e a~a 1mpl1-

citly required to phQ.os~ to be Jews. The result is that to 

cec-~ being a Jew is more difficult, rather than easier. When 

you were a Jew because you belonged to a corporation ¥:hich had 

G 

a· public i ·egal sta-tus, as in Vienna, thP,n you had the formal ... 

option of declaring yourself Jio__nfe~siopslo~. Whether that er-

fectively made you non-Jewish or not, at least formally there 

was a clear voluntary. remedy for one's invol~tary status. In -:- --· 1-,. 

our country the voluntary remedy for being a Jew in America ' is 

not clear, precisely -- and paradoxically -- because by definition 
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this is not an involuntary situation. But in spite of t he defi-

. ni tion, the fact is \<'e have e. few million Jews, including many 

or those in the synagogue who are just not interested; and yet 

they function in a situation ·which, by definition, requires 

them to be Jews voluntarily. · Abstractly considered, this seems 

to me to be fundamentally s crisis situation; but in pr&ctice· 

it is a kind of ncrisis" situation \lhich is certainly very 

tolerable: by which I mean that very few people would bother 

to struggle with this crisis. 

Some: may struggle with it bec~use of critical elements 

in their own 11 ves; they me.y· need religion or something \-Ihich 

promises another 1..'"ind of salvation. I e.ss'll.T:1e j .t would be good 

for them to seek their identity in one of the Jewish religious 

esta.blishments. Because their Jewish or religious identity has 

become a personal naed, 1 t n:ight be· ·of some therapeutic value 

... 
to convince then of the transcendental worth of one or another 

of the ~ewish traditions. But the run-of-the-m.111 American Jew 

seems too "well adjusted" to need a religious identity for his 

personal therapy. 
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For the first time in our history we are dealing ~~th a 

volv.ntar1st:1c Jewish entity. This is really t he issue . We are 

dealing ·with ti1e .fact that -- since the Emancipation -- the Jew 

can l egally choose to ignore the faot that he is Je\olish. This is 

the case more, by the vay, in America, than, let us say, in Vienna, 

because he does not even belong to the ~~meind.ft by birth. He does 

not have to take the positive act of disaffiliation by listing 

hicselr as kon~essionslos. Therefore, in that sense America is 

the most democratic of all the societiesj-/nlike France, where 

the Q.pnfisto*-.t.~, at least, until 1905, was legally established) 

/ -Jr in Englana., where to ~this day there i s a cer t air.. kind of 

establishment of Jewish identity by acts of ParliaL>ent. There 

is no such establishment here. 

Thus it seems that the crisis we are talking about is really 

the crisi~ of tlle organized Jewish community \':hich has attempted 

to solve the problem or how to sui•vive ·within a voluntaristic 
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com.~unity. rhe question is: How . do you fashion a 'Jewish · . . . . . . . 
.. .1: .. •o1 : · , ... ,~ ..... . ' 

... 
• • 1 • • ~ .... : t commitment ~ih:lch is compelling in ·a situation where there : • • . I ~. : • ... .._.: I 

is no compulsion except internal co~pulsion? · 
.. .. •_, 

It c:an be demonstrated that no Jewish community in 

Eurppe which lived f ou~ generations in freedom survived~ 

: Rabbi Jacob Senderling, rabbi of Hamburg's I·sraelit.isch~r - ~ ... ' .... , ... . 

,, "·:· Tempel: Verein, the cradle of R!?form Judaism, recalled in · .... ;. 

his memoirs that on the Temple's ·centenary celebration, not one 

of . the hundred . ~ounders' _grandsons had remained Jewish. In 

Jewish Heritage (Winter 1963-64), I chal],enged the historians or· 

.B.1 nai B'rith, then_ cele.br-ating. its 120th anniv.ersary, to produce 

a single de~cendant of the Or~er's founding fathers still in 

q\ 
.~t.b.e .. Jewish· community e. but .. they c ou-ld not. •After four generations-

. ---
· -the-r ·e ·1-s c·o·nsid-erable evaporation.. ·The rate of intermarriage in · 

.tpe_. quadrant Bordeaux-Rome-Berlin-London · of fourth-genera.t-ion 

tfl-. ~ 
_;Jews in . the 20~s and 30 Js was something. lik~ one in three • .. In 

Budapest, around 1930, ' it was ab.out 40 per cento So it is a 

' 



· demons treble· fact that the Jews have not outliived four ·genera -

tions of untroubled emancipation~ 

In .l\merica we have e different. kind of community .today, 

a younger community, not the lineal descendant of the American 

.J.ei.Jish· community .of co.lonial times. 

therefore, is whether America i s differerit and 

whether the American community, as an ass imilating community, 

is' different and whether the Jewish community in America,too, 

is different. I would l i ke to suggest thet we begin by asking 

ourselves whether , from the point of view of Jewish commitment, 

America is a more powerful assimilating factor or a less: 

nt- . 
powerful -e.se-hrri."'i-e·t.4.-'E~._,..~e~.t~~ 

.· 

i 
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P~~loyd Gartner 
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On the basis of .historical observation· I seriously ques.:-

~ ··· tion whether Jewish identification in the iast two centuries . : ····· '· 

of Emancipation or. enfranchisement bas been that automatic; 

or . whe·ther it really has been that simple for Jews to· disaf-

; .. :~· filiate ·themselves·. ·In··Vienna·; ·for example, anybody who was 

·.·:··konfe·ss·ionslos was 1:;aken to .. be Jewish• There were very few 

non-Jewish .konfessionslos~ I think there hes been a misplaced· - ' 
~ 

emphasis ~n lega l status which obscures the fact t hat it never 

~as been very simple for the Jew to disaffiliate. The American . 

Jew, even if he wanted to assimilate, especially in the large 

.. clt.1.~s, found that he moveg -~r~~.md in assimilated Jewish circles. 

Ch 
· Hanfrab Arendt has enipha·tica1·1y corroborated this in her searing 

A 

· · description of life· in Vienna end Paris.· She also concludes - ··· 

that if one wanted to assimilate, he t:G..o. found himself keeping 

company with other Jews who wanted. to assimilate. 

· .. 



/ 

I think that first e Jewish child is born not to a legal 

star.us but to a Jewish father and mother. They convey Jewish 

ideas and· affects to this child ·whether in America, medieval · 

Toledo, Mainz or Mosul. The affects, of course , differ in 

kind and quality from one Jewish life style to another. But 

I would not accept ·on the face of it that there -has been such 
' . 

a radical change in the Jewish child of today from a Jewish 

child of 200 years ago,. or even, until recently, from an East 

European child. I suggest that the Jewish affect which puts 

peot on a child in Hungary makes a disproportionate number of 

Jewish youngsters a~ Yale University want to be doctorso Some-

thing Jewish bas been conveyed to all these childreno Tbis 

"something" 1s very subtle and difficult to analyze. It would 

be a proper subject for historians, psychologists aud sociologists~ 
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SECTION II 

.. . . 
VOLUNTARISM AND ASSIMIIATION 

·rn today's America Jews are free in principle, at 

leas·t -- to choose whether they wish to be Jews. and. also the 

.kind of Jews they w~sh· to be. ·· This ·voluntarism, whi~h i ·s new .. .- ......... ' ··-' . 

in J ewish history,. poses a new problem: how to fashion a· 

compelling Jewish commitment in the absence of external 

compulsion. 

Jacob Cohen 

Norman Lamm 

Seymour Sieg~l 

Steven s. Schwarzschild 

Milton Himmelfarb 
. . 

Elijah Bortniker 

Marshall Sklare 
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I 

~he the~ J,.:.d.ciism . in .f:J7Jer.ica ·can surv.ive:·a1h~t he terms "voluntarisms, n 

Certainly, ,_f '. JGws ru:'<t no;·J f ree to . cho.ose whethe1• 01• i:.ot · to be 

Jm·rn -- \~b-tch -would be the fb•st tir::o in hi:it<ll"Y ti:e choice . }:~~ 

. been .uneqn~.v.ocaJ.ly open to 111oi:•e . than a. few scClt~e1•cd individual~· --

th.on. the Jc\1iah cornMuni ty ·can . no longt1r c1epend ttpon exte1~nul co• 

... 
.• , ..... ~er~c:1w1:.1 ·tc~'ke·er· ···Jei.;:s ··"i-rr ·li:ne., 

But !' 1.r.:i not eo sru~o that "voluntarism" ia really such a 

lnr·ge factor ln ·Jowish oxistence in AneI'ioa. Certainly Jewi:zh 

ore~-nizr;tions, sacr.;,d and socul~r, -. e1,e not ~cting e_s lf it l·lCl'So 

. . 
Thera 1 ~ cinly onei fitting l-]ay to e.<ldres~ · a free man~ a:1d 

G 
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s.tr:.t1stios -indic~tEJ _iou hav~ 
.-

_cnay one chs~ce in li. 7 of uurv~v:tng . a faJ.l oi' ten stol.·1cs~9\ · 

ox· "Pooz· mar., jl~st s~c ~·~hel'e i'l'eoclor:J. lms br·ought you."· 11' 
_J 

Je\~·s .~:s.:ra· f'r.e:e.:i.y. choq~1ing pot to be J~l'1Sj_ · then the apt l"espon~~· 
:·-~ ···. · ... 

·. 

abu.ndoning, and for wha.t?n · (Then cf ccur·ss the .ccrumunity liOµld 

·ha.vc to be ce1•tain that it is lndt:;ed s. tr·ee.zui"G t hat they commend 

to · 1 ts potet~tiaJ. apost;ll:tGs" ) Unfrse men. l::t€1eC. only e. r-emind.er ~o 

stay · i11 111m; i'rco men stand in ccinstant naad of conve1~sion~ and 

rcconvc1•s1 .. one I hear rrw.ny rcmindsrs comint; i,'1•or;1 o;ur leade,rs in 

the ii• official stute::;-;er.ts, b.ut see no miss1ona:d.es, nr.:d .know . 

only· D. few· ccinve1"t.e, lfrlich leads me to concl·nde th~t •·•hat Rabbi 

. H0r•tzb~rg calls t:volunta1"imu.:t is rcelly a dx/~t a.ngulfing al-. . L7~ 

.. - .. . . 

of· JewiEh surv1val ue . woefully 111 ... equipp~d to live in 1'reedt;>m11 '._:.: ~ . ., 

: . 
·' 
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~1 Norman I.a.ran 
~ ~-·~---------~ 

I tbJ.nk Jacob Cohen has really hit the nail on the. head. 

· · .The ·problem in .. = ~·Jhy should these people want· to Qe Je·wsj Why : 

should th13_y want ·to have the' headache of a crisis, and if' they 

have a h_~adache; w~v should they want to· resolve it in favor 

of' being coro~ortable in Je~iahnessg · which under the best cir-

cumst-r:l.nce:J can .. b~ deme.ndi·ng? In other \'lords, what is the 

au·thei1tic altex>native . you e.re going to offer them? I . think 

thi!l ·ts really the . problem~ It 'is a very· difficult~ery deli- :- ·-

cnt-t: ~·rohlerr.. Why sho~ld 11e 1'.lent to remain Jewish? But the 

· · f'roblem of ,,1hy \.!~ ~hould l-mnt to remain Jewish is a religi:ous 

pr.·oble~. I e.m not . ss.ylng that the -answer is a religious a..nBwer~ 

\ 'Ii. but tl:~ problAm i 's e. religious oneo \ 

• 
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'fhe fir~t _question t o e.n!!we::c• is "Wh.9. t ·: ~1· c1 the a.lte1•patives . .. · ·J. 

open to · the Jet.J of- today'ft! In :this co(.1n~ction I lihinl: we are 

different from the Jews · in Mendelsso.hn t!5 time. " They had only 

one choi .ce -- Judaism or Chl•istian:i. ty. !~01-1, it s eer.is., thel.,e. 

~e other alternatives open. A pe~son can choose between 

. Ju·c}aism a.nd-. ·a u never-never" land.· 

r:,.Z .-.> -
~le -wo d.ef have tq ask 0 11rsolves the ques tion \.Jhether 

is pcs3~tble fer a man to be really non-r"'ligious. 'When a person 

choose:; not to co.m.tn~.t .. hims elf to Judsism.~ is he r eally able to 

choose 'inothing?" Can a person '.be· in bet-ween? I believe that 

every individual, must establish .h+a religious faith in one way 

or ·another. From my limited experience the centent:lon of Will 

Herberg "that in America one must be form.~lly ei th~r . a J e-w , a 
{ 

.. ·Protestant. or ·a Cathol1c is a right one .• 
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Steven s. Schwarzschild . 

If I understand Jacob Coben; correctly~ certainly . 

as I see it independently of 'What he said) the questi.on that 
~ 

we· are facing is .not· one of voluntar'fsm or .freedom...> or emanc~pa ti on..) 

or spything like it. I think the basic question that we face · 

...... ~ ·. 



l 
;~ · n 
~ \ 

is a problem of the discipline within rJhich . tP.~ two basic terms 

of oi1r discn.1~sior11 "seli'hood" e.na. n identity," ars to b~ def~ned. 

l think tb.n.t 1Ne 'ire doallng, both at and 

1-:ith a typical Amerio-an. phen.omen"n. -- a concern fo!.-- :rnJ.fhood. 

l tt.ink it re~ults 19.~eely from our A!'ler:tenn prad5.lection for 

psych(;J.ogy F.1.nd sociology. The Je~·1ish conceirn f o~ ~oJ..fhood in 

Ame:c·ica. iR therefore .not essentially e. J~11i9h c on~ern; ! t is 

Another• typioa.J. .American phenomenon i~ the cor::c>S'rn for 

survlv2l. r wonc1ar• ~hetr...a1• ii:; WO'J2d. be toe far-fetched to ·-··-----,.. 

only a pr·od·v.ct; of AIY.1erica but, ·a& a m&ttcr of f.a.ct, is 1;1_ product 

of P.rneri<H'l. at a very apeci.fic stegn in it::; r.J.sfiory? I would 

cV-G i:1 go ~o fa:c· H.s to sugp;est that the terlil 11 nurvi va111 ls a ., 

t~-p~cal Ar.1e.ricc.n ter.m in the agEi c:i' the Cole, War -- I c1o not 



· mean only with respect -to the Soviet Union but with respect 

·· to the entire kind of life that we lead in the contemporary 

world. 

I would be inclined to think that the very concern with 

selfhood on our part as well as on the part of the Ameri~an~ 

· J.ewish community is as good a symptom of the real problem that .. 

..::/ r 
.:::; \. .J 

.. 
: : · · 

-we. face .as any that I can think of. If I may be permitted a . _ ·· 

sort of a quasi-philosophical observation, I suppose that, 

properly defined, selfhood is never something that exists. 

Selfhood is something that one strives for, that one hopes to 

acquire, that one never possesses. We are looking for the 

selfhood of the Jew. Selfhood and survival can never be. at-

: · t a ined .by actively seeking them~ They are the kind of thing 

·tha t Franz Rosenzweig once spoke of wnen he said that they are. 

11_ke a beautiful woman who, when too ardently wooed, will always_ 

reject her suitor. You have to do som~thing in order to interest · 

· her, as 1 t were. The point is made also by the rabbinic dictwm: . . · 



... , 
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that he who seeks honor will not find it; honor must seek him. 

//. J,.f / __ 
,-+·Mr, Milton Himmelf arb, .. 

,ti' 

v - ' j . {/,,·' -._ 
:;:.::.Mr. Cohen has said freedom. That is a glamorous word and 

~ 

I was moved by what he said; but I think a more appropriate term 

for what he was thinking of is individualism. The fallacy is, 

that while each of "us claims to be an ,_ndividualist, all of us 

are individualists in the same way. We-ha:\te-P-eoent±-y-come-.from 

~ '~ k<-:.J/i' > 
a·""'big=·event~re:-A?nan~can.:llfstoi~y.:j a .~-~a the~ importan) election/~-

~ statistics say that ~O per cent or you should have voted 

for Mr~ Goldwater, but without having discussed the election 

with most of the people here, I doubt that mo·re than 0 per cent 

of -you; voted for Goldv!ater. "Here ue are, all individualists who 



the American Jewish Committee we used to deny there was such a 

thing as a Jewish vote. We were quite right. There is no such 

. . ~ . 

thing as a Jewish vot:_,~o orders go out to Jews. Only sta-

tistically, there iJLA Jewish vote. Without consulting each 

other, we vote in significantly similar fashions and in fashions 

.significantly different from the other pGople we resemble socio-

economically. 

I think the real question is thisi Is it a sociological 

Jewishness or is it an authentic Jewishness that impels us to 

°" behave in these fashions which we think of an individualistic 

but which in reality have a group character? Are we acting in 

accordance with an older Jewish tradition -- rabbinical, based 

on the received texts -- or are we acting in ac;cordance with a 

new~Jewish tradition V{1/not yet codified? With Rabbi Hertzberg 
_) 

I believe that the Emancipation marks a decisive break, the be-

ginning of a new trad:'..tion which basically supersedes the old 

one. 



Mi:l.:,t-on=Hix!ime.l.::.S.·r.-b.--
I believe that . Jews, not on;ty here and now,. but for two 

bundr.ed years everywhere i n the Western world, have-. ess ·en-

tially been behaving in the same way. ·(Things change; but 

only oQ ·the surface.) Basically we · are the seme· as Mendelssohn 

was two ·hundred years ago with s·omewhat 9-if ferent ex.:. 

_periences and_, therefore; less optinitsm about tha t se.cular- ·· 

messianic paradise just around the corner. The disillusion 

with the imminent ·comi:pg -of this secular messiah accounts 

.-' 
for sons of the phenomena that we like to call The Return o 

Nevertheless, our secQLar messianism has been pan-Western 

Modern Jewish for the past two hundred years. - ) 

.: -
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I"f .one were to app~fal in the nar.ae of Judaism, or 

·hope to get people.to switch from a circumstantial Jewishness 

.to . some.thi;o,g mo;r.e .authentic,, . thar.e' -rlould be no point .. in ex-

plaining wi.th horror, 11iook at all the intollectuals ·who ·are 

intermarrying!" .Who could care less? ·· T!Je ·appeal (in. the name 

of Judaism) should:· be more like, ttCome look me over. See how r 
attractive I a.me" ·- . . . 

· . . :. ' . ~ . . 
. .............. . 
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· .. 1 ~Joule 11.ko to ·r.ai~e a few que'stions 'Whi~h mi-ght ·call for · 

f.urth9r 3tudy ~nd · i~1est~.gation • . 

Fir~t 9 to whnt axtent is the will of · a g:t>oup effooti ve in 

~ 

praventinCT a3similation? Rm~ powerful ::.re o~jecti ve or ex-

tarns.l 3331ro.ilat1 ve i'o~ces comps.red .-d th the s ' .. i°t>ject:t ve :will or 

effort of any gro'.:'.!.p? Ce.n w~ ee.y tlw.t such e.ffor·ts are .futile? 

Whnt a.re the factors t .hat ·help OX" hinder a.'ss:t.milntion? 

s~condly, to what extent is the · size of the community a 

significant f ~ctor? I am referring -spac!fically .&.. ... 
vv th<> size 



of the community relative to the non-Jewish community. 

Thirdly, 1 t might be helpful to deter mine l~hich particular . 

aspects of Judaism have a greater chance of success in Judaism's .. 

struggle for survivalo Is it the religious aspect of Judaism? 

Is 1 t the ethnic aspect? Since VJe have had some experienc~ l~i th 

bothi perhaps we can begin to evaluate their relative effective- . 

ness. We might not arrive at a consensus but at least there 

ought to be some attempt to apply a sc1entif 1c approach to the 

study of these phenom~nao 

The time element might also be an important factor. There 

·1s .a tendency among some of our historians/'°< or others ·who .. think. 

in historical terms) to point out that the development of a major 

-r;/(,L 
Judaic center in Diaspora. at least in the past. has taken 

/\ 

centuries. They give the examples of Babylonia and Spain and 



Today there is a dif£erent bempo in our society) as in the 

~orld 1~ general. The temporal leisure our ancestors had 1~ 

those periods and lands is not available to us here today, and 

·we may reach a point o:f no return,. \-ai th current trends becoming 

irreversible. Time, too, is of the essence. 

-~ 
xfY/( ' 

f,D~ Marshall Sklare 

In diagnosing the American Je~ish situation I should like 

to make reference to the comment that Elijah Bortniker ma.de, ~or 

I too think that there is something rather special in our situa~ 

tion because of our numbers. One of the special aspects of the 

American Jewish community is its size and concentrationo The 

relation between size and assimilation can be seen by looking 

at changes in very small American Jewish communities, for \~e are 

seeing today the same type of attrition and decay in the smal1 

Jewish cominunity of America which occurred in Europe yesterday., 

,, 
I have no doubt that the "ghost" Jewish community -- a community 

~here there ~as once a functioning synagogue together with a 

complement of Jewish communal services and voluntary associations --



liill be encountered here with greater frequency. 

All or this needs to be balanced off against the rise bf 

ne,.., Jel·1ish coinmuni ties -- the Oak Ridges, the Huntsvilles and 

,...._ 
many neVJly-established ex,Zurban communitieso There a.re also ....._, 

certain old communities which have been given a new lease on 

·11re .. . .(I exclude of course the rise of suburban Jewish com-

munities.) In any case these communities tend to be populated 

by .Jews who work for large companies which utilize their techno• 

logical skills, as ~ell as by small businessmen who servo these 

new-old towns which developed because of the decentralization of 

industry, ·the invention of nei-.i products and ·processes, or the 

c. 

:decay: of older industrial areas. It may well be that these · types 

tJ-a; ~~.,;.,c,.W <1-<J/ 

of communities will end up a.-i ·kq.,_ a Trieste. But ,..,e must remember 

that there 8.X'a o.:~~ilplos of new ..:or.n:ru;.1,. ties_ ·.-Jhich dfl'Velo:;> a Jewish 

11.f&JI that. thora nre exal'!lpl~s of .fairly smi\ll Jewish communities 

which roniain vigorous, and ovei'a ll th!it here~ tht.n'e aro so many 

Je'Ws in contr·aat to Em•opeo.n l ands o.nd that they aro concentrated . ' 
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. ; . ill a very few metropol·itan areas· • Size and concentration~-~~ ...... 

a. faqtor, then, which needs emphasis, although T am not uri- • " t ~ - ! -. . . - :. 

mindful of the fact that sµc~ concentr~tion c~e~tes difficultie~ 

in terws of maximizing Jewish com.munal involvement. But on 

balance I thi.nk it is a plus factor. 

. 4,,af-;.~.t-r. 
There i s another ·~'i:~ of. the Amerlcan Jewish situation 

-· -I think i .s rather ·.special.;· nam~ly, · the amourit of Jewishness 

in the general American culture. Many Jews now become accul-

turated to Jewishness by going to plays on Broadway or reading 

best-sel ling novels. It is inconceivable that in Cent·r2l end 

Eastern Europe l iterary ·reputations in general literature could 

J ' . : 
bJl'made by ·writing about Jews. 
' ' ' -c; 

There· is something rather .. .:.. 

· • special · in this, and we have only to contrast the kind of 

music Felix Mendelssohn composed with the music of Leonard 

.. .. .. Bern.s.tein to see how special Amer·iqan Jewish culture is o I 

.am nqt saying .ther.e is no problem .. of Jewish identity but 

there is. something uniq~e about our pluralistic culture that 

.'\. has not appeared elsewhere in modern Jewish historyo 



·~· . r ·L°·.· 
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In terms . of a ss.imtla ti on, I . wonder if the option that 

everybod.Y talks about ·actually exists o The question also is · 

· whether it is: ·possible .. for a . community of this great size 

to as.simil_ate without _·c.reating .an qption. ·. I think the 

situation has been rather that bf attempting to crest~ the 

opti·ons that some ·peopl6 ·.say . exist here~ The Ethical 

Cuiture Society, - to ·my_.mind, was such an effort on the part 

· · · of an earlier gerierati~n of German Jewso One cheering 

aspect of the American Jewish situation today is that it seems 

to me no one nowadays _is actively seeking to create an optiono 

... · .. . 
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SECTION III 

., . 

COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE JE'WISH COMMUNITY· · 

The Jewish conmmnity contains · many .subcommuniti.es, 

... with commitments that vary widely -- s·ome, . for instanc·e, 

::: .. primarily. religlo\ls, otber.s primarily' .ethnic. .Many of .these . . 

- · face· a -.crisis of group identity. Accordingly·; the oblige-

·: :: tion~ of Jewish readership .to these groups are variede · 

Seymour Siegel 

Richard J. Israel 

Maurice Friedman 

Steve~ s. Schwarzschild 

·Arthur Hyman 

Robert I. Hiller 

Norman ·Lamm 

Maurice Friedman 

·:. 

. .. .. . _, 
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When we speak about Jewish id~ntity and its · .effec·~ upon 

·the J·ewi:sh ·future in America,- ... 1 t is naces·sary to :unders.t and 
! • • 

(\ . 
that t here are various subtccI!ll!lUnities within the l arger com• 

muni ty. Each one of 'these su~cmmuni tiss t~ces 1 ts pa~ticular 

crisis. Therefore, it is difficult to· speak· about "the Je'.Y.~sb 

community" which is .. in crisis. We ba-ge to break down the whole 
. . . ~ . 

.1rttO 1 ~s va~ious parts; . As ~ ·m~ tter . of rS:ct, one s~b.,CO!!i!!l"t~i ty 
. r:\ . 

may present a crisis to another sublcoilimU.Il1ty. For exa._~ple~ 

r . 
t 

· .. :· 

I 



· · the intellectuals are a great problem to the organized Jewish 

·, ·community, and the organizational · s~ommuni ty presents a 

··problem to. other groups. Therefore; it is necessary to find 

·.out about which groups within the larger community we are 

speaking about. 

.· The part which presents a great problem is that sector 

·or the ·community which adamantly and consciously does not want 

to have anything to do witl"1 the existing Jewish community. 

This attitude is expressed through _!~lack of affi~:~~~ 

organi.::i~~Fm:;riag~:A:~~~!era~ ) 
This is one group which everyone is worrying about. Sometimes 

c, 

·the worrying is productive and sometimes it isn't. But all 

the worrying of the diffbrent Jawish organizations in competi-

tion with each other may ba symptomatic of ~ larger malaise. 

-=Another community is made up of those ·who are no longer. 

Jews in any meaningful sense of the word except that they write 

about being Jews. Modern American{Jewlsh, 11terature abounds 

•• ...J - ..... 
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.... ·- \;11th e.11 types of· these Je1:s \\'ho expend aµ. enormous amount ·or .. \ ....... .. . 

. -' .psyqhic energy ·1n vorkihg ·out th~ir pa·rtictilar kind of ~dentity · 

.. -: cr1s1s. 
. . . 

T~e reason ·t:.rhy ·:t ne .. pr1)l;:>lern of the.' Jewish intellectual 

is discussed so widely ~nd seems to consume mora energy than 

~·other, pa~tiaps more· irr:porta.nt, problems ·-- such as th~ future 
- ~ .' ;;..· .. _ 

. . 
·. of J ewish erluca ti on is that· 1t has ·1ts source in a · rcaling 

. . . fiJ-tu, 
· -~ · or ·cfrag;r:in by· a talmudic· ~age.,!\ whe.n he .. saw a. very ·.gif.t-ed .man J 

... said , "Why don't you use your strength tor the Torah?". They 

al'G s aying to the ~.nt-ellectuals, "You h9.ve been bless&d -with 

\ / 

talent, why .don't ~ou give)jsef ·tba. boncfit of some .of it." 

Fur·.thermore' . as . you vi~i i V-c!rious collegos . o.nd universities 

·· you ·rind that the ··people· \·ie a:re ·~1pealting about have great influence ..... _. ;. 

. -
over other Je·ws. 

· · ·. college Cal'lpuseu 

. . . .. 

about their Jewish-~ess. Arid . they transm~t this to thei1;. student~. 

·Thmi you have others ·who ·are on the bol'derline ~ 'Who a:re cc!'t , .. -

.. · ·- of lukewarm • They say." they ar-a proud to be Jmrs, but th~y do not .. · .._: : .r' 

show it. 



·. 

.-;• ..... : r Also ther·e are the groups which are unmistakably identffied ... "~·' .. '· 

.... :: .. , .. "'.=·"; .with the Jewish co111...munity-. These a re the groups ·which make up ! :""'\ . : . , .. ·· 
' 

the ~'Establishment." These groups are open to a great deel,.of ' ·.:·' ·:.; .. ·.· 

~ri tic ism;. a good part of whicp comes from the members of th.~· : : . 

groups themselveso 

Then there is the group which t tPink should be om' main -. :·~\.- ~: :::·; 

· : .; .... . . . concern • . ~hey have no :pr0bl.em · of' J:eviish" id~nti.ty .but they do ·: .... : . 

. . have a problem of integration. Their problem .is integrating~ - .. . ....... ... ·--..... 

. ... . :wi.~l? .: ~·~!l~r. J~ws. There seems to be_ a harclening of the feeling ~· · · ··-· · · · 

that nwe are the good Jews. and the others ·are the bad Jews on 

Coupled with thi s is the growing feeling the.tit is a good 

thing that "we are not integrat.ed into the l arg.e:r society • 11 This 

_ f.~!lP. of " fortress psychology" tends to shut out o t he:r> ~evJ s · as· 

well as · the general milieu~ 

~ich~rd J. Isrsel 

. . . The ·ma jority of. t .he Je:wish · ~ommun"i~y, at leas t th~ com- · ' 1 -: ••• , 

·~ . 

-·· rnuni ty I lmow best -- -the young people . -- a re ethni cally a Yel''Y 

! • "l i . ·. ~ ::' ... - ,_ .palpable .. community, but not ideologi"c allyo · Tpis corri...munity w1.rl11 i v. 

.. :: . ) .... .. ~.ontinue to._ ge /ews; not because they do. not believe in inter.mai:-:r:t.eg·e , :..:· 



~-

but circumstantially • . The clubs they belong to and the · 

businesses they .enter .will thro-w them into contact with 

other .Jei·1s o 

But there-. is _another group that se~ms -to me to have a _great 

potential for us -- the group interested in ideas. I am not 

talking about intellectuals but rather about 'those who are 

c·oncerned · w.ith serious questions, · wqo want to deal with basic 

issueso They are the · graduat~ students, the professionals .t.1hose · .... 

occupational and intellectual interests· accelerate the rate · 

.. . 
at -which they intermer1-.y • . Because of their interest in ideas, 

they are much freer than other Jews in making choiceso For me 

the problem is: how to create a series of attractive and 

meaningful models for these· young· J"e"tt-l°so· • · 

I · think the problem of the adolescent, too, is a very 

_special one 9ecause he has his o-vm :particular . personal criseso .· 

~. , .. : ·:· Ee. wonders who he is; · he wonders how .his Jewishness will affec·t · ... 4 ..... j 

1· 



. ·: .~11 . .. 
·;; 

who he is; he wonde~s what his occupation is going to be. His · 

concern is whether ha is going to make it in life~ whether bis 

Jewishness will impede him in any particular uay, whether it 

will be a burden. Bis Jewishness affects him only in that it. 

draws him to particular occupational or scholastic interests. 

He does not reflect upon it very much until such time as the 

ugly spectre of antisem.itism begins to raise its head when he 

. looks for employment. Then he begins to wonder what he is going_· .... 

to become. His is a. question or:~here do I go? ~'ho am I? Why 

do I have to be Jewish? It is not a burning question for him, 

it is not a thing that keeps him awaka at night. 

G 

r would. like to comment about the problem of even trying 

to reach groups like th3 post-adolescent. or tha intellectu.al. 

It is my impression th3t even those groups are not going to yield 

very mucn uniformity to us an.v more, that is; tba kind of uni-

fcrmity that might have been expected from post-adolescents or, 

let us say, college-age students fifteen or twenty years ago. 
A 



.. • r: 

.J:- .. · By and large 9 · I . think ·you . could have said at that time that 

. : ·.· .. they .\rere · turning away. from th9ir Jewishness, but . I do not 

think you can say it today. Yet that does not necessarlly 

·"' ..... :·. .·, mean that they had a very real or strong Jewish commitment. 

-:Most of the young ·college people I 1'.now e.re interested in 

· :-. ·: ~·· . :: : -knowing . ~omething · about .. Judai·s·m· but in a ·radically different· 

\ 
\ 

way /t~:;::;evious · gener?..tions o · · · 

' . 

·'-, . 

:·-- : - - The seJne is true of ·Jewish intellectuals. My imp:{e~sicn 

~.· ·.~ ··-

oi' Jewish intellect-uals, as I go around .the country, i s that 

.... there no longer is such a thing as a cowcn party line for the 

0---::i 
Jewish intellectual. On the contrary, they are qu1te . capa.ble 

A 

... of belonging to the Communist Pa.rty. Tb.is does notj howevar t 

s.ay they are imsophistieat~d about being· .re~ish. 

./.:3. 
\ 

·~·· 
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en s. Schwdrzschild 

I operate on the .ss~umption that the Emancipation is 

·o·ver. and that we are. now 1 i ving. in the P¢>.st-EIP.ancipa ti on era. 

On the basis of this premise ·one can divide Jewry into three 

. .pl'e..- . 
groups: ~-Emancipation Jewry,.· Emancipation Jewry and post

:.> 
fJyl,...,,P..,,,., .. v-J--.r...ft""~'\,.~~ 

. ·.Emancipation Jel-Jr.y. All three, of course, are ~ with 
/\. 

ea ch other • , .. { . .,_ .. . . , 

I would be inclined to expect that in the foreseeable 

future ·we will have to cop~ with some kind of vi te.l pre• 

Emancipation J ewr:_;and ·certai nly there will be a · pr.oductive 1 . 

meaningful. and vita l po·st.-Eman.cipa t~?n Jewry. Emancipation 
. ) 

~ewry. is gradually going to shrink and ·wither . away to the 

po.int · of nullity. 

~ Gerson Cohen seems to believe that be is living in an 

(8Gsoing Bnancipation ~r.a. But he seriously qualifies his 

, , . .st·stement · when he· says . that in this country we hold to some 

· kind of . theory of cultural plural ism though in fact -we sll 
,) 

. know perfectly well that it just is not so. 
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. . 

It turns · out the · three important types of. Jewish com-

· .·. ... . . 
mun:t.ties are clearly' fn" a·n extra-Emancipation stage. What .. ' 

... •'. 

tfris means for the future· is that post-Emancipatj._on Jewish 

;}'~-J-
existence in America will · cause that "pop" cultu~.e, which 

"' 
.has been so justl y cr1tic1zed, to dissipat~ itself. It is 

. ..... .... l.. ; . ' . 
6learly a degenerati~~~ ~isease which cannot last l ong. One 

... - . . "' . . . : 

· can ·se·e it· ha·pp·en~n_g ... 81ready on the ·college campuses and 

universities·. The Jewish audience that is susceptible to "pop" 

-kh'-(~ .J-o 
cultureAs&i'-t-ai..· dissolve) into anonymity, and is replaced 

by small enclsves of the representatives of a neH kind of 

American Jewish exis'terice. These have ·much ·in cornroon ·with 

the pre-Emancipation J;,ewi~b existence whtch tends toward J;.h-e-- a... ... . 

. . i 

: . ··. 
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\ . . /)~# ~e have spoken as if 

\ u.~~ 
--~ .. ,.,,. 
<it,,-

• _J 

vz. 
the Emancipation were the end of Jewish 

history. The modern Je~ ~hom we have described is politically \ 
·liberal, socially conscic•u...s, a.nd, religiously, P.ot at eas'3 with 

Jewish t~aditionc B'.:lt there is so:ni~thing which is .tlll'es.t0n_i .. ng 

this Jewo 

All of us a.re c.ware that we are living at s. time which has 

seen a revival of conservat:i.sm. I do n~t he.v:::i in mind political 

·· - ·conservati~, but philosophic consel:'vatism -- of the Russ~ll 

Kirk variety. I can easily see the.t as time goes on -- perhaps 

in f-ive or ten years - ... there will be a philosopbically con-

se:-vci. ti vs zroup wi tl1in the Je".dsh community or that possibly 

the Jei,.iisb. co:i.n.umni ty as a -..1hole "Will ba a good deul more con-

sarvative in its philosophical and social outlook than it is 

· · ·t ·oday. I see two instancss vhich seen to b.a 1nd1ca ti va of this 

possible trend. 

The first axo::Jpla is the chungo in the ~omr:mni ty' s reactions 

to the Supreme Court's decision on px-ayer o The Je'Wish conm~uni ty 

has generally been against prayer in pllblic school aua, en tba 

whole, has defended the rigo1·ous se°?'°'·1·a ti on o:f church and state; 



"' . \ .. . 

'\. 
\/ 

: . ~.·. 

...... 

but voices were heard which :hcld . thut an a ppropriate :prayer 

might not be out of order. Thero hR\'e also been individuals 

. ' 

and g:c·oups who argue fo~ a less rigorous interpretu tion of the 
.· .·· . 

chlU'ch-state separation. 

Seco1~.d ~ there is · the current mood in our theological semi-

naries. I lu.,;.ve observed thnt there has bl~en a significant 

roovement to thB r~.ght in all of them. I flnn thHt a goodly 

-
nuruber of students in these · tns ti t11t:tons xoften students 

·co:co:tng from very assirn:tlu ted . hor.tJ.es have thrown in their lot 

n-i th the more fundamentalist grm1ps 0ri Ct:mpu~. It is difficult. 

to assess the ra0C1.ning. of these trends ahd th~dr long-r~.nge 

\1 . 
· implication:>, bu.t wa can not ignore the~. It may well be that 

.. 
the pon t-E·mancip,a i;ion J m~ ·who:m we ha VG' d'.rncri bed is ·in the pro-

cess of be:i.ng modified a.nd, perha.:;·s, being seJ:'iously ~odifi~d·· 

. . . ~ . . . 

l 
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i 

' . .. 

· I !. am ·-•beginning· ·to..:, see , as a result of rny experience vi th: .. 

. lndi vidual8 in the co1:1mun1 ty end on college campuses' that the 

·young peo·ple R~-ibb~- Israel hus talked about do· not h~v.e. ·time to .. · - : 

. . 
worry about the .p::-obleni of thei~ Je,iis_hness, that is, Jewish-

_ness is no.t .. j;he!r probleI!l . 
1 / ./-= 
'(""'-'tv•t 

Here I agree· "i:-14;._.i.,. -++~'t'ri'-tt1"1'1"1~iP'Y'"""- 3-"' . 

the ·:problem of the survival ··or Judaism --"the crisis -~ lies. 

1-Ii th the Establishment~ What .does the Establishment have to 

. offer these young p,aopie who have come ·home, trained and cul-

;.:. · ·, turaJ.:ly conditioned by Yale? · How can we get them to identify 

.. 
\lith the Jewish community? The problem will be easier to 

0 

grap;)J..9 °i:Ji'th if we rea lize, ff~st 'of all, that we are dealing . 

w~th three different types of indi\riduals, not just one. First, 

·there ··are· the young people -who come into the com.rntutl ty wishing 

\ 
' \ I 

· ..... 



..... 
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to identify themselves with the coromur~ity. They quickly ar-

filia.te and part1.c1pate. Second~ ther~ is the larger group , 

which I would c~.11 the neutral group, i .. e., 9 those v.·ho are 

neither here ncr there. These people can be influenced,trrough~-

-The third group.9 a smaller one, rr.oves out cf the ccn:.muni ty and 

does not wish to be spoken with. 

I think that it is important for the Esta.blishraent to take 

. a good look at th9 naeds of the first two groups. There is a 

ne·\·: client in the Jewish co:m;uuni ty and this client no longer 

is th-e person \.;ho needs social-\rnlfare assistance. For ths 
A 

client is ae tu.ally the comcr~ni ty its elf. Wa 111us t pay attention 

to this f.act. ~Then I talk about this 
I 

ttw:::;'! 
~ ,, I am talking a liou t : -

all of us who are involved in institutions within the co~imunity. 

We must begin to look at the service or the substance of what 

we have to offero I think that there are areas that can be de- · 

., 
veloped through the .modification of existing institutions or 

the creation of new ones that ~ill be attractive to this young 



group retur.ning home from college.· We · must keep in mind that 

the colleges o_f today have giv~n them some kind of underpinning, . 

·1.a., a set .of values .to which they would like to responq. · If 

we are to reach. them we have to be attuned to this set of values • 

. These values should be exami·ned in terms of authentic Judaismo 

I would li}te. to suggest that things are not so bleak as some 

of . us Iii.SY feel, that the people coming to the community are at 

least neutr9l and can be attract~do Our Establishment· needs 

.looking at, What ~trying to do? H.ow good are some of 

the things it is try-ing to do? 

We are beginning to attract the interest of young peopl~ 

through agencies and organizations that are under Jewish auspices 

and express Jewish values. These agencies have taken oc major 

ppojects in the w~ antipoverty .program which are in l .ine 

with the values of the ·agency and of': community institutions. :t 

bel.ieve that there ar~ many 0th.el"' such types of modifica-tion 

.· 
and change that . can be developed from within our existing 

Es tablisbment o 

... ' 



\ 
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I believe \ole need experimen.ta tion and I believe we need 

a very good and critical examination of a lot of what I &11 con-

\>1.nced is deadweight and whtch can be put to much mo:re positive 

..J ·-

I 
!· 
j; 
!i 
ii 
Ii 

! f. . 
t 

use. 
G. [ 
c 
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r 
I think it is worth considering that group which is most 

firmly rooted in 1 ts Jewishness o ilh~ttbt-thcrt all 
--::> 
4:2 

of us are conc~rned abou~ ail Jewso We want ail Jews to be 

perpetuated and 9 if at all possible, to continue "'ithout any 

\ 
. . ;_ 

· .. 

. . ... - ~~ . ~ : 
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.. 

· ... 

. diminution in· numbers. Nevertheless, l think there is some- , 

thing t,o be -said for the idea that the continuity of Jewry. and • ... .... 

·Judaism .. is ·, .·in ·the long run, going to be· carried on by . a minority .. - .. 

..; : , ~ .. . . . arid not ·· the·._ major1 ty. I ~ referring, of course, to ·the ide~~. :-.:~ .. :···.· · 

.. .. ... . . . of .the ."saving remnant" who have the creativity in -ts:cms QL· :-.:., 1:: ; " 

. . 

-:.-~~-.:·.·: ·:: . ·-.:. ~:· · .-c·ommitment,.)>'r"loyalfyj·,.g~llingness to sacrifice -- ·to car.r.y -:~. 

··" .. on·. · ·As you go through the history of our people you will find .:,.,.:.;:,:_. · 

:-.~:-. ·: - -:that --tl;tere. were fe~ generations iri which the majority of the · .... :-. :-. 

people were strongly committed.. Usually, you will find that 

· -1 t -was a small, often despised group ·who had sufficient· ene~gy: 9 ... 

sufficient enthusiasm to carry along . the rest of the people. 

·.-1 .·am .. not s'aying that ·the '»rest ·of the · people will necessarily ·.·:: ..... -,. .: .:. 

disappe~r; but that: the fate or the destiny of. the entire people:· ... :'.~ 

: . :. :.· : .. will usuaiiy be .contingent. upon tlia·t small minority. willing_ ·to: 

risk everything · for what 1.t believes. . .. ... ... .. 

.. 
What are the quali·fications for. this kind or minority, Athis 

. a.,. "saving. remnant"? · First, the inten~ity of its commitment • 
. .·, 

•t •• 



Second 9 its willingness to segregate itself from the flock• 

I do no~ necess.::arily mean ~ the hasidic type of ghetto that 

we have in Brooklyn or Manhattan. For there are some very 

modern, worldly, university-educated people who nevertheless 

choose voluntary segregation by setting themselves apart in a 

specific and well-defined subgroup. ~hetrld-.be · • 

to my chagrin, rabbts are generally ashamed to mention: the 

question of birtt{rate (the only person I know whq bas touched 

· upon 1 t is Mil ton Rimmeltarb in Commentary). I wonder if we 

fully realize the significance of the fact that the only group 

today in modern Jewry that is really reproducing itself is the 

very Orthodox one. Generally, the size of their families con-

trasts sharply \>Tith other Jewish groups.. 'l'ltey have five, six, 

.. 
seven or even eight c~ldren while the other f amilies have only 

) 
,, 

two or three. Therefore we cannot overlook this pre-Emancipa-

tion" group. · It would indeed be a p1ty ~ dismiss them 



~·~·---··-· 

'1 
1, 

J 

as a fringe group having no relevance at all to the contemporary 

Jewi sh situation. For we may find that ultimately this group 

n 
will out7vote the rest of the co~unity by dint of sheer numbers 

as well as the intensity of their Jewisit concern. 

I have not been speaking about this group necessarily be-

cause they are Orthodox or because of their particular commit-

ments or philosophical premises. If you can find another group 

that fits into this category of the strongly committed I will 

accept them alsoo 

~ -r 
57. 

l 
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--0-K Maul"'ice Friedman 7 -
] 

I am not against t he idea of a "sa•1ing r emnant"; · I think 

that we are trying to serve such a function here. But our new 

• 

r--~ .. --·-.··~·-~=--·------ - -.. -----·-,,-••- --..••·- -... ---·-------:---·.~--~""';"""'---... ---•·•-----·-. ---:----.-;-•..-,. ... -T"_•H•..._....,....,. 
r . . 

t 

t 
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' '. ' ~Q-,,.; °" . . .;,µ.-r • 

. si tua tio~ is such ·that . .-we -w'ill never. be able to cut ourselves 

off from an active concern \d th the bro·aa.er group. Can \'Te re-
. . 

main in touch with 1 t and s.till not turn our job into one of 

·· communicating so well that we ~ommunicate down instead of up? 

------------------- .. ··- ·- ··-~-~------- -.. --... ;, ___ .. _ ,· ------ -- ·--··-· -·----··-
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SECTION IV 

CULTURE, COMMUNITY, AND CONTINUITY 

What kind of authentic ·,:rewisb culture can be 

transmitted to ensure Jewish continuity? Communal 

organization·s and widespread association provide a ba~ic 

cohesiveness for Jewish lifeo But Jewish comi1itment . 

requires content as well as formo 

j • 

T. He_rzl Rome 

David Sidorsky 

Arthur Hyman 

Irving Cante~ 

Marshall Sklare . 

Seymour Siegel 

Manheim Shapiro 

Robert I. Hiller 

Judah J. Shapiro 

Uriel Weinreich 

Joseph- C. Landi·s 
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Rome 

I do bot think we are going to a~rive at a definition of 

authentic Ju~aism here~ I would lik~ to, but I am get·ting 

~~r 
skeptic9l of t .ha t. I think, however, we have to behave SS 

/\ 

if we had found it and hope that in so doing we will eventually, 

by applying our minds or the minds of our younger people, come 

up· with something. I do not think you .can devise an aut~e~tic 

culture. It is so.mething which gro'\-lS out q:r the .:Pa· st and out 

of the present circumstances. 

. . 
We are witnessing the 'Qegi.nning of a g r adual falling off of 

commitment to Zionism and to the Jewish philanth~opies. This is 

·a cri~ical situation because that which has, at l east fin~ncielly, 

supported the establishment and has supported all of its organi----
zation!} and; for all of its vacuities, has- kept the Jewish com- . 

inunity going, · is passing. We have to find something. to take 

its .. place quicklyo 

What we··can do is ~make sure that· ·there is ,~ · 

adequete machinery fut he b~oadest sense of the term 0or the 
) ) 

perpetuatio~ of Jewish culture • 

.· 
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· 'Whatever crisis exists in th.e .Jewish organizations is due to 

.. 

their · inability to.-:'transmi t an adequa~e sense of c~ntinuity from thei.r 

,. ....... - · generation to subsequent generations . This . situation is made even more . 

i .-,1 ~ ... 1 J, 

'· ...... .:. . . 

difficult because of the presen·t cultural situation . I think that · 

.Z,/·~·c_.,.,, 

the reason why a great ' number of indifferent young people .~-

~~ 
indifferent is ~se there bas not been an effec tive t ransmis s ion of 

. " 
-the · 'transc~ndental vslue of Judaism. They d<;> not feel (or have · not 

been · t eught to feel) that Judaism involyes e transcendent sense of 

.!-,(\..,. . 
woriV which jus tifie·s ..th-e" .put ting forth ~ofY' an effort to convert others, 

for example. This is a different reading of the crisis. I am not 

·sure that it is a crisis for me in the way the term ncri,sis" has been . 

used. But cert~inly. there is a challenge here that we are fac~d with o 

-That is the challenge of providing the indifferent, the neu~ral~ not · 

-hostile young people with culturel values ·that do bave th~ trans-
. ('\. 

cendental aura of authentic Judaism. 

Obe direction is to search for the fundamente.l things which 

this ethnic group-in-religious- shelter shareso Essentially this · 

. l eads , I suppose, to two sorts. of program. One , which I gather 

. . .. ~.: 

· Dr. Siegel wan·t ·s·, .: is a real attempt to re store religj,on, · as central,, 
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· ;:end vTfaf~---:The: other grows out of tbe fundamental commitment 
\ 

to defend the s tetus of Jews as ·a . group within American culture, 

n 

We have asserted in our discussion that one of our con-

temporary problems i-f the Jew's coming to grips with his tr·adi-

·· tion and we seem to have assumed, at least implic:Ltly, that this . 

is a ~niquely Jewish problem. Of this I a~ not · at all sure • . . 

Isn•t the lack of interest in "tradition" or the search for it 

a more general problem of American society at larg.e? We bear 

a good deal about the lack of intellectuol, so~ial, and other 

traditions .and the. search for them. .It may just be that the problem · 

of 'identification -with Jewish trro ition is one asp~ct of a la~rger-

problem, namely-, does the American at large ident-ify himself 

witb previous traditions? 
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.. Jlr • Irving 

.. . . . 

·-.. 
Canter · · 

. . 
! ... When we talk ·about the transmission belt from family _ to ·. _,. ..... 

·· · yout~ to child to adolescent, I think that we need .to take 

_cognizance of the fact tha."t that transmission belt has been 

destroyed in other kinds of families too. And when we talk 
.,..) 

about .i ·dentity, it seems· to· me that we · need to be aware that. 

:·: · · ': · ·'the search for 1dent1 ty (and · .I would differ here -about whether . 

\ . 

one dQes or does not -search for identity) is another problem 

that everybody seems to be engaged in today~ 

These problems of socia.l control are not unique to the 

Jewish grou~ It is one that every Church group facesf every 

.1ns.t1.t .ut1on of our . coU!}.try faces) and indeed is a uni ver.s~l · . . . .. 

pr·ob.lem. Therefore, if we are gp1ng to be diagnostic, we munt 

begin to relate some of these discussicns to some of the diagnoses 

11/.) t.i. --<..d <.'-""_./ 

that have already been made for culture in genera1; ror ·specific 

-societies. ~~rhaps the sociologists of the last generation are 

not as up to date .. as we would. like them to be buti none the ·less, 

there are some relevant diagnostic frameworks which would be 

· :helpful for seeing what is happening to the Jewish gro~~· ·- .~ . ~:·1 · 
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. . 
Whi J.e I agre~ with all that has be En s~id here about· the · · 

l v.ck of .Jewish identity . based upon 1.deol.ogical or ideatiom!.l 

conceptions~ · 1 t must be pointed out. the. t Jews d.o h?.vo ~ewish 

associa tionalism. This associa tionalistr. ~- so _frequently the 

\ , 
butt of ridicUle by th~ most sensitive Je11rlsh religious spirits 

I -.,_ ... . - ... _ --·-·--- ... -·--· ... -· ·- -·-· -
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as wei1 as by the most radically alienated and secularized 

seg~0,!lt of our commw:d ty -- is a factor in the making of. th<L . -

Jewis~ -present and the Jewish future which is of great signifi-· 

Bance• At the present time it forms the~t~ommon denomi-

nator· among Jews: whatever else Jews do as Jews) they socialize·· - - · 

w~th -one another. In fact if one wore to analyze the genesis 

_ . as w:el.l as the vitality of many so-called "pos1 ti ve" Jewish 

· act-ivi·ties and 1nstitutions 7 I suggest that one would find 

that Jewish associationalism is involved. We need only review 

.. Herbert Gans !I> description of how the ·Jews of Park Forest es-

tablished their community to see the importance of the fact 

:· .: that -the clique structur0 of Jeus has remained so strongly : 

Jewish, and has remained so in spite of extensive integration 

and acculturation. 

; .; In terms of the future Jewish associationalism can be._ · . . -

., 
interpreted pessimis_ticallyi as making 1 t difi'icul t or i':ipos-

sible to develop ideological or ideational patterns of identity 



since Jews are so happy and smug in their associationalism. ~ 

But I aegard the relationship between Jewish associationism-

and the Jewish future in quite a different light. I think 

that such associationalism is capable of making a great contri- : 

bution, for.it provides survivalists with the important com-

: · · m0d1 ty .or :time -ca 1 t preserves a JeTt1ish community which is in· · 

· transition from the shock of modernization and the encounter 

: ·with secularism_, It gives the survivalist the time which he 

needs and the public which he requires in his attempt to change 

associational Jews into ideological Jews. 

Aside from size and concentration I think that there is 

· '.another -=aspect of the ·American Jewish si tua ti on which -- 1£ w-e · : ·· 

utilize the Weste~European model -- has to be taken seriously. 

We ·know that the Jews of Western Europe had their voluntary 

})' 
associations -- both traditional ones like the ~evra kadisha 

(' 

~·\:'T(c.. 
<::~~ -.... well-"'&}\ organizations like the B8na1 B 'ri th which appeared 

.. 

in the 19th century. But -granting the existence of both types-> 

• 



I think tha t America is unique in the activism, number, and 

variety of its Jewish voluntary associations as well as in the · · 

involvement which they elicit. (I include the synagogue as a 

voluntary association.) I think t hat what exists in America 

. }~;,..ti--~ 
is not to be compared /f what one would have found among the 

Jews of Rome, ffi~~-;.~s.2'61! Budapest, or t:iv~Jt)--w~~ Munich~ 

In some measure all of this is surely a reflection of the 

general culture. But whether this is the true source of what 

has been called here "organizational Judaism", let us think of 

it as a kind of Jewish activism resulting in a net: work of 

~~~ /UA-~ 
activities which -- whatever their value -- -betray-a desire 

/\ 

9.----for Jewish .survival. And if tlu:lrmotivation for such activi-
' 

ties should be questioned, at least it will be conceded that 
y\v.t/ 

~U~h activism serves to maintain group boundaries. " . 
On the subject of ~ctivism I think it only fair to state 

that not all "organizational Judaism" consists of f ashion shows 

and bowling leagues, or of tes timonial dinners to businessmen 
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or dubious character. .A portion of 1 t is focused on activities ·· · ·.· · 

which are explicitly designed to strengthen Jewish knowledge,, 

Jewish faith, the Jewish Yill to survive. Fin~lly, I suspect 

th&t in our ~ctivism we are attempting to do more than the Jews 

. of Western Europe ever did in attempting to stop, or to tur~ 

.. back,- :the "clock" or Jewish acculturation. For exarnple, until .. ·· 

recently it was only the very exceptional American./1ewish child 

p 
who spent his summer in a 11Jewish~content" camp. The vast ma; 

jor1ty went to general-content camps (many ran under the auspices 

of Jewish institutions) or what was more common, to camps run .. . ) 

("\ ~ . k .. c.~ .. l, 
by Jew/-s\1 ind±"llidttti:l:s who :ntered the camping· business. While 

c 
. Z1on1s~ .and Hebrew-speaking ca~ps such as Cejwin~ Modin, Massad, 

a.nd Boiberik wetfe in existence several decades ago, until re-

SUI!lI?ler 
cently the general-content /\amp was the norm. Even Orthodox · · 

·Jews tended to be satisfied with the general-content camp, 

-c/v 
merely requiring that kasbrutt be observed. 

·~\"'I 

In the past two decades we have seen the establishment of 

£) 

a network of ."Jewisht'content" camps -- a network established 



-. by the· most diverse Jewish agencies. As a consequence th& 

chi1d who spends his summer 1n a ~is~ontent~camp is far 

. . . ~ 
· less exceptionaul~ than before. I am under no illusion that 

. ~~ish~ontent'r'camping is the solution to our problem (in 

·· : ra·c)if one wanted to, one could say that since 1 t is design.ed: .. 

· · ·. to rer.cedy ·some of the defects ·or · the Jewish home, the Jewish 

. school~ and the socialization process in the Jewish neighbor-

· ·hood, the Jewish-content camp is doomed to failure.J'n~ 

_ be-.in..terp.I,.e te d----!-n-a--pa ~1.c-r-3;ot-fle:"t-tbara-on-o.ptHK:i.s.tic-

framewor.,k.}...,a But I c1 te it as one deve.J.X:p;;icnt among many l::: 
developments which show a response in the Jewish community to 

the threat to survival ·and which shows how American activism ·· . 

goes about trying to solve the problem of the threat to that 

survival. 

Mot everybody is free. Sa.ro Levenson said, "Jewish children 

never KQ. to camp. They are sent. 0 The same is true of the 
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· . hundreds of thousano.s of Jewinh children in Jewish schools. 

The problem f acinrr us . 0 is ·to teach them in such a way that \>:hen 

~ r they reached the alleged age 9£· freedom they will opt for Judaismo 
~ 

. • ;1 



\ 
}~anheJ,m ShapirQ 

There is one thing that surprised me. It is that nobody 

, 
I 
I 

has said here that maybe the things we are doing are not bad 

things in themselves, but that we are just not doing them well 

and that we need to reexamine bow .we are doing them. I hope I 

will offend none or our guests hero by saying that if the federa-

tioris cannot increase their take when incomes are rising, maybe 

the federations are not doing a good job. Maybe it is time to 

question whether the best technique revolves around the question 

of who asks whom to give money. Maybe there are new methods 

that need to be tried. I think we ought to consider whether 

this is not really some of our problem; whether, for example, 

Jewish~center work as center work has deteriorated in quality. 

\ 
I 

. ·' 



Standards are not merely standards of culture; they are 

also standards of skill and p~rformance. Maybe the so-called 
' · 

.. civic~protective agencies are not doing as good a civic.....pro• 

. ..:.. 

Po,, 
--63-. 

tective -job as they once d1d7 for any number of possible reas_ons ~ 

I am simply throwing in my suggestion here that there is need . 

lJ;~f 

···: for· a great reexamination or whether the methodolog7\ of all .these . . . . 

institutional operations are really not obsolete. There is per-

haps need for some revolutionary a~d imaginative approaches tQ 

the very things we have been doing. 

Mr..('Robert I.Hill0r 
~ . - . 

I do not believe there is ~ diminution cf federation rezponse. 

Whether er not f'edorc:>.tion.:: rai~e a f~w dollars more or less I do 

not think is the issue here. I do fe~l, however, that the move-

ment is a growing movement and at least in the communities that 

I am fam.iliar with (three or four) there is a much broader base 
. ,._..-.. 

or support. The countsr affect o~ this might be that the larger 

. single contributor may be exerting less influence upon the 
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within the particular oTgan1zat1on. I 1:-JOUld . 

expect that there will be more affiliation particularly with 

. . . 
those broader parts of the community ... _ .than there has been 

· · · · over the past years. So that ·rather·-being ·pessimistic, I am 

optimistic. .. ! 
t 
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For most of those ~ho are co~ronted with Jewishness as 

something which they would add to themselves, the real question 

becomes: How do we go about manipulating this or dealing with 

it? And if it is acculturation, then we have to realize that 

the terms of acculturation remain absolutely the same. What 

makes acculturation function when a Jew leaves his Jewish back-

ground into the general society? It is ·greater attractivenoss, 

for a variety of reasons. By the same .token, if the aecu1tui·a-

tion is roversed, have we established the attractiveness of the 

Jewish milieu? For th0 American or the Canadian is there some-

thing to opt for within the Jewish community? 

If you examine the organizational patterns, I think that 

\\ we will find here a proper area for cri t1cism; that they do not [ 



e.djus t themselves to this need of bringing Yi thin the framework· · · 

of organized Jewish life those who would only coce by virtue or· 

· ·a: ce·rtain attractiveness as formulated in their ovm terms, not 

in .the organization's terms. And if wa -.ere to conside~ this 

·1n terms of the in~ellectual, I think it is a fair statement 

to say that he .will get the bast, of art, or music or a variety 
,.) 

of ·things, outside the Jewish community and not within it. 

I will take it just a little bit further and say the organi-

zation is usually said to ba for the individual, for his Jewlsh 

affirmation. But the organization is not the act of affirmation 

011 the part of co~tted Jews. Ha becomes connected with an 

aff:i.rmatioi1 by joining a so-calied Jewish organization. So th~-

Jewish Ol"ganiza-tion takes on a responsibility for 1 ts mambar-

ship wh9reby it must acquaint them with Jewishness. Thay do 

riot any longer represent the consensus of what Jewishness is 

and why this .organization ought to do what it does~ because it 

i 
is powered or moti vated~.;,by .classic) tr.s.di tionv.l Je-wish conc&pts. 



One acquires one's Jewish concepts within the framework of 

the organization with which one identifies. 

I think the whole question of organization bas one other · 

cfimension, which is that in our time by and large I think it · :. 

would be fair to say · that a Jew is seldom Jewish when he is ·alone~ 

His Jewishness is always represented as something that takes . .. 

pla-ce within some kind of institutionalized form. That is ·not -~·: · .- .-

good .enough. 
'h,.w._Vi..lq 
Ji!<H?mai~ an old . Jew who was away off by himself. ... .. . . 

would .notch a stick to keep track of the Sabbath. He was : 

ke.eping track of his Jewish commitment. Now there is no personal 

act of commitment on the .part of people who call themselves 

Jewish, and whose acts only occur in some kind of structured, 

organizational patterno 

The fact is that as a group here I think that we must direct 

ourselves more to the particular areas of our competence. I 

. : .. ~ . ... know that there ii;i someone here, let us say, who has worked wi.th •.. 

federations. These problems and diagnoses l-Je have been making, how 

do they relate to that aspect of our P?Pulation? There is 
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-· - . -·- - · . ... -... .: -· ·- · : .. .. ···-· -.:.. .... . -·····~· - -.._ __ ~ ... ~ ... 

som_~_omr ·her
7
a l'lho is . expe_.rt in the. field ·or Jewish education for 

. · chi:l.qreno ~ow do all _Qf ~he~o. _diagnose·s pertain to that field? 

·' . .. -~ . c.oncerris-.:us ... · . For·. rce .~ .. ~ )~_1.;P.PO'Se t' i :t .. is the -intell9ctual who is. . ... .. . '. .. 
·"·· 

•J-ewish :and· ·'Who does no~ ha_.ve· hostility to Je·w,ish life. He is 

· .. indifferent·, he 'does not become involved in terms of his expsrtise:o 

It · trotibles ma · that there is a commission financed by the 

·Ford Foundation sitting at Harvard University with a broad man-

: · date to· consider and to'" di.seuss the impact of ~he . ~~mputer~ 

. ·.: .. ~·: on :every· .branch of ·.group. behavior, ·human behavior. Yet ve have 

no: -one:. _sitting there p~rtici-pa-ting -in Je"1ish terms to . say bow · .. 

. W11!this perhaps ff~ affect the Jewish connnunity in its . . l/ . . . .. . 

present state,;· 

·: . 

4 • • .·" 

/ 
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P.r.o.f:e.ssor~ Uriel ·Weinreich 

We have been discussing as the main crisis the problem. of those 

'Who have not yet ma.de a commitment to remain J$ws, but there is a 

second problem 1.·1ith which \-Je have not dealt sufficiently so far. That 

is the intellectual content of the Jewishness of those who have made 

the commitment. 

Everyone would agree that access to our most recent past consti-

tutes a major element of that body of knowledge which itself is part 

'~ .. 
of being committed·Jewish. I think that access to our most recent past ,, 

(. 

l I 
\ ~ 

is needed on a great many levels -- as part of elementary education, in 

forms suitable for the educated layman and for the professional, and as 

the object of specialized Jewish scholarship. I submit that this access 
' •' ... : . 

t; j~~ish his tory which has done more than any other to shape the face 
) 

The reasons why the irn.rnigrant generation it.scl.f. failed to know 

itself intellec.tually and to communicate this knowledge in a way which 

would be understandable and usable by the second and third generation is 

a separate problemo But the burden, of course, now is on American Je~..J s 

to know the p·ast of their grandfathers and in this they are failingo 



There are two ways in which the performance of the Yiddish . . . [ 

cultural movement may be judged. Despite success in individual . 

families and in various miniature environments, 1 t will be ad-:-·: ... :.: .. -. . ·~ 

. (. 

mittedjthat the movement did not succeed in transmitting to , 

American-born generations a way of life in which spoken and 

written Yiddish are primary channels of contact with other -. 

· · members · or the group or with the world around them. On this 

. . 
score we find an inability to .reach a stated goal. But there. 

is ·still another measure to be applied in terms of a secondary 

goal· which not only failed to be achieved, but was not even 

properly set. There is today a strong, and growing, "grassroots" 

interest in the Yiddish tradition which is crying for factual 

information and artistic representation, not for functional 

rest.oration. This interest is probably unrelated to the, or1-· -.. 

·ginal goals of the Yiddish cultural movement and cannot be 

· ·dlrec.tly attributed to the decades or /yiddishist.f activity in 

· this ·country o The thousands of people who are buying the text• · 

book, College Yiddish, in order to obtain a smattering of the 

language are not, by and large 9 students or children ~f students 
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pt supplementary Yiddish schools. Be that as it may, the Yiddish 

community, or any other sector of the J ewish community, is un-

able to satisfy th.is new interest in an· int~llectually respectable 

way. We l ack the most elementary reference works concerning a 

thousand years of Yiddish cultural tradition, and so ar id is 

the intellectual ground around us that there is little reason 

to hope tha t the necessary works will be forthcoming~ The few 

qualified people are overcon:tmitted to just a few projects of 

the great est urgency. After forty years a new, updated Yiddish-

English dictionary is ebout to come out. As for the English-

Yiddish dictionary which is in presn 9 it is tho fir st one in 

seventy years! Who will provide us w1 th mo1·e detailed dict:i.onaries, 

with reference grulrll!;a.rs, with non-amateurish compendia or Yidcltsh 

""' folklore and Jewish customs? Who will .squeeze the ixgnorance 

out of Yiddish-English translations? We face a catastrophic 

shortage of manpower , and it must be said, in sadness, tha~ the 

Yiddishist movement has been able to do little over the years 

to fill this gap in the American humanities. 



. Joseph c. Landis 

:- :· ·· ·· made :with regard to Yiddish culture.. It has been treated as 

. though it is a very nice thing to ·bave and by all means we ·-

should have a higher standard of research.. We all would agree 

·~·- ·'- -.·w1°t ·h.- U:riel Weinreich, ·"ana it is very nice .. But T wonder ·if 

r~ ... ·: :we.-.ought no.t to :remi·nd·. ~ ·oursel.ves .. tba t Yiddish cul tu re. was 

not . the creation of. Yiddisbists; that Yiddishists are the pro-

duct_: .. of Yiddish culture and that Yiddish culture was crested 

·· · out or· the authentic, ~xperience · of the Jewish people.. The 

.. ... __ .. ques-tion . of. authentic -·Judaism should· be discussed in terms of .. .. 

a broader -concept of culture .. 
0 

. _.:. : , .. It to.o1:: the Jews ,in Eastern Europe many generations ·and · 

· - - .. centuries to ·synthesi·ze a statement of peoplehoodo The Jewish . . - ·.•. : .. 

c.ommunity in .America is just a.t the beginning of its cultural~ I 1 • · · '•• '• ·,•, ,• 
' •' . ' . . 

odysseyo · 



We should not simply pay lip service to the fact that the 

identity of the Jaws at one tirue embraced a whole people. But 

we still think in terms of Jud£ism as a faith and exclusively 

as a faith; that it i~ice littl~ lu:x:Ury to have a Yiddish 

cultuTe. It is wonderful, but what does that really have to 

do with the problem? 

I do not he.ve to tell you that Yiddish culture , any 

literature, any culture that we create, is an index of o-:.ir 

vitality as a people. So what I ant suggesting is that we ox• 

tend the range of our sense of Jewish identity to the awareness 

that cultural creativ~ne~s is not a luxury ~?r is Yiddish cul-

ture s~rncthing that exists in the past e.nd is remir1iscent. 

After Hll, we do not speak of American culture as· ~somethin.g 

thn t is i::1e:rely rem"lniscent. We don i t asl( whr..t W~l t Whitman 

really -has to do with u~c No, we certRinly do not speak of 

American .cu_l tu.re tn that sense. So why should -we speak of 

Yiddish culture in that sense? 



.· I 
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I thlnk we . ought to ·ex.tend the range of our Jewish aware - · · · .. · 

.ness to incl:ude the secular world. We should consider secularism ,,.. ·' ' . 

a.s an approach to Jewish life. You are philosophers , theologians; · · 

}'\\ 

sociologists. I am a melamed of literature, and among the things 
. A 

t--·CY 
I teach ~'-""'!:""~a course in Yiddish literatur e in English trans._ 

lation\whi ch is my occupational interest in all of this). I have 

\ 
the opportunity to get some i.insight as to why some students take · 

tqis pa r t icular course which does not ~pply to any major . .It i .s . .a. ... ~-

side alley , a wasted three points even though it is in the Engl i .sh 

Department. Why do they take it? 
~ 

They a re faithful in search of a 
/\ 

feitb. They are Jews looking for the kind of conne ction with 

Jewishness that they have not been able to find in the Establishment · --

tbe Establishment that the ordinary Jewish young man and woman see 
' ,,,. .. 

-.:/.":t~· , ·f 

every day Q®S.i~k-i!~ in the rabbi and congregation .-Wh .ich~ do~~ not · 

appeal to them very .much. How can we reach them? Extend the range . 

to make room for their secular commitment . If we don ' t just give 

it lip service .but really say , " We are a four - dimensional pe~ple 11 • 

three religious dimensions, one secular dimension - - then this pec)ple, 

with its own vole~, will march into that multicultural Pmerica that . 

Horace Ka llen and others have spoken about . 
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·~ECTION ··v 

., 
JEWS IN A PLlfflA.LIST SOCIETY ' · 

The values and goals of one group sometimes .differ 

from the values and goals of another group, but in a 

pluralist s9ciety .these groups should be able to .address 

" each other openly and .honestly. · ·Antisemi tism may be a 

factor in group relations, but not all criticism should be 

treated as antisemitico In a pluralist society J'ews bs.ve 

the. opportunity to .be addressed a.a J'ews and to reply as J'ews. 

......... . · 

T. Herzl Rome 

Theodore Solotaroff 

Seymlt>ur Siegel 

J'acob Cohen 

Elijah. Bortniker · 

Maurie e Friedmac 
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I think -·tha·t ~ Jewi.sh ·culture operates on t wo quite disparate ... 

. levels: .. · the . "borscht" · le~~l or the t'oliowers; the ~) 
and the high cultural level of the rabbis and scholars)etc. 

<~1 ~a., - d/':~ . . 
In pre-Emancipation society the~~o~t?;~t>uld -be reached by the 

·· -· · higher :levels because ":1 t was .an .authoritarian society . · The 

\ ~ . ' 

.:·, : ques·tion now "becomes a ,. ·How' -1n ... a. free 11 democratic soci-ety, can· : \ . : .. -~ '"! 

the high culture be effectively propagated -- without the ex- . 

plieit ·sanction of the· rabbinic or another communal authority? 

· I~~f-Or:;:Q)'t~ do not know .the .answer to this question but I feel 
( 

it is one to .which we must soon ··find an answer o 

I am afrald. of . "borscht" cultm .. e . not only because ·we Je~rs 

. , ~__0-
:· .. .. . abhor it bqt tha"t< the -g,g,t.ilil ·also .abhor i to One of· these days 

there is going to be a ·very strong Gentile reaction against \ 



this ''borscht" culture extending all the way through our bes·t-· 

known writers. There is going to be a new wave of antisemitism 

in a new guise -- cultural ant1sein.1t1sm. What can we do about it? 

~ 
~1,~'K 'fhEjodora Sqlota;oft: 

It seems to me~ if I might provide a footnote to Mr. Rome's · · 

remarks, that there is a good deal of feeling now in the cul-ture -

· at la~ge that the Jews, .Partiqularly of Ne\:1 York, occupy some , ·· · · 

· --sort- of cultural hegemony. This is the kind of mentality that --

I see reflected in the Hudson Review and else~hereo It is 

.preci~ely the kind of criticism that was made in Germany in 

the 'twenties of Jewish intellectuals: that . they are uprooted, 

G ~ 
-,,they- a-re marginal~ that .they haA no feeling for the native· ·, , -· · · · 

culture; also that they have no feeling for esthetics, no real 

taste;. they are entirely intellectlle.l, in ~ vulgar and arrogan~ :. ·. 

_way, and ·so on and so forth. It seems to ms that the very sue- -:--

cess of American Jewish culture at the higher level as well' as a·t -

the low in the l ast decade is producing a backlash. I do not· 

know what you do about 1t5 but the phenomenon exists, there. 



.· /,. 
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G/(vP.: ~ 
~p:r: 1 seymour Siegel 

I am amaz~d st ourselves .for havi~g left out until now 

t~o things which seem to me so important~ First, the place •. .. . 
' 

~nd ~ole of Israel in · the whole of Ame~ican Jewish life. I 

.. : . .. .. -

know do.zens o:f p~ople who would ba brought back to Jewish identi~y .. ,, . 

. ~ .. ::.: by. a v-isit to Israel or. some Lcentification with it. The ·other 

···'- · is the whole complex known · as·antisemitism; covert or overt, · 

here or elsewhereo ·we have . just alluded to it o 

If the backlash Ted Solota·roff:: sp.oke . about develops it 
. ) 

will not be against "borscht" culture:· It will be against the 

..l/.t 
(/'-·· 

very things many . of us stand for, namely,' liberaJ., post - Christian, 
r \ 

· post - Jewish , anti-traditional political and social points of 

view· • .. -This is what is beh-i-nd .a good deal . of the thinking . in 
,,,..-. . ... :·~;..-; 

/I ··'.· 
~he Go 1 d w a t er "rev o 1ut1 on" w h:i·.cb:::Dr~~~:'.I::cyjjf~u~·.rf :tght·1.y.~~.f ·a:!:rr:s-;r This . , 

kind of backlash is more dangerous to us than any reaction 

· .. ··. · ·. against . 11borscbt 11
. culture • . Norm~n Podhor·etz- does not ,represent . 

11borscht 11 culture. 

r 

: · 
.. , . 
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..._f:.i£(j£.::i.:---J: '""' Cohen .. . ... ~,·· .... 

. American Jews talk a lot about pluralism, but then tpey 

., . 

be~trs.y their unwillingness to pJ,ay by the really tough ground-. 

rules a truly pluralistic existence lays downo 

Le"t me explain. I agre.e 'With Mr. Solotarofi' and · l1r. Rome 

. ~bst the~e is a great dea~·of .cultursl antisemitism. It is 

mo.s .t acute among certain Negro intellectuals. At the risk of 

_ suggesting that the .antis.emitism is a . good thing, I want to 

,,-.. 
I \ . I . 

. , suegest how it might •l?e \~t le as~'...)turned to our :benefit. · We 
...... . , .... _ _... .... _. .. ---· 

must distinguish between gratuitous antisemitic insults, and 

·serious · antisemitic charges. The kind o~ Wagnerian antisemitism 

one finds in Hudson Review (Jews ere critics not poets; des-
/.· 

'~t ~ ~·f .;>-.._ 

~·t~oy.ers .at:id .builders~) must be faced, and I do not mean ·disposed . . ''>.~--· . 
If • 

. of~ It ·is not enough to cry antis.emitism as if we could 

somehow gro-v1 roots by insulting the native sons who say we l ack 

thein . In ~ truly plurE;listic society our compa triots i-1ill put 

such releva nt challenges \.Jhich we should not avoido 

Let me offer another illustration of this point that I ~m 

groping to ma!{e. A short time ag~/ America, a Jesuit magazine, : :·· . . 

I.· 



.. , 

said to Jews, in effect: · ;'.Look here. You say you .are the 

~eople of the Book. ·Why ·ao you oppose Bib+e reading in the · -

schools, end every otheir public manifestation of our common 

h erit a ge?". Now th is is a p robing qu est;lon, and remains so, 

even if we were to discover unworthy motives in the askers. 

· From a wholly other center of. feeling and rememberirg,_ a real 
,) 

question has been addressed · to us, out loud, in. ·public, and 

we have three options in ~ dealing :with. it: {l) ./·Counterattack; 

. / i . .... .. 

charg i n& antisemitism, .and demanding to knoH 'l..Jby we have been 

singled· out for abuse when other groups also oppose Bib.U.e reading j 

(2) .rfis$embling; turning the problem over to our public-rela- · 
/ 

-- tions exper•ts, who concoct ' ii -sui eabl-e though dishonest answer· .. 
·-' 

(3) p.'nswering the question f'orthriebtlyc I am ·not suggesting 
/ 

hovi we should ans·wer this par·ticular question; ·only that we do 

it 
enswer )!:j;honestly, honorably, and p ubli?lYo 

I am saying that in a plura listic society men address 

fundament al q~estions . . to each otbe'r9 · That is good for the ;fews · 

because either they have the courage, the vitality, and the 

' 
· integrity to a nswer or else th~y a r e not worthy of the questionso : 

. . , 
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-·· 

. . .. . ...:: ....... ~ .. ~ ~ : . · ... 

. In pluralistic society, when men put questions to you, men 
f'. .. 

who are wholly other ~han .Y<?Urself g th.e heal-thy way cf survival 

is to a.nswero In order_ to answer you have to be somebody. 

I am in the civil-rights moveJ11ent a little bit. and all the 

time black people come up to me and say, "Listen here,· White 

, ... :. Men , w~at are you doing ... i~ my; mov.ement ?" I a·nswer, "Well, I'm 

·~ not a white ms no Don' .t .. ·:call: =me .. B.: ~!hi te man, · Man ·Q 
1
: They say, : . ... 

... ''If you are not a white m&n, wha.t . a:r·e you?" I want to . express 

:.,. my gratitude that I hav~ an _answer. My answer is, "I'm a Jew." 

You would be surprised a.t the. silence that invokes and, more 

~1~· 
.. important 1 the possibi.l.i t y of: a · beginning tha ti\ ere~ tes ·for me and 

other peopl eo I 1m a Jew. That is the bea.uty of American pluralism. 

r.r: 4 
v":'·l" ... "' 
~:E~J0~~-Bortniker 

.It. seems to me that. if we a re to rely to any extent at 

all on the pluralj.stic -~·uture of American society that may be 

, _. engenderBd. by the colored power that is coming int.o being in the. 

present day, we are hitching o~r wagon to something that i~ 

quite .unreal o 



~··. 
It .is an action or , sha ll 1 .. 1e say, · an act of despair or a 

·yotmc·i ·:t of · despair . We . have f9iled apparently in our own 

soc~ety ·Of t~··~hites, among th~.,,.-··whites , and we now gre·sp at •a 

colored strewo 

It seems to me that there ·is a different element hereo . It 

may be possible to . ha~~~ pluralistic society on a racial· basis 

and not necessarily a p lura.listic, society· on a cultural basis. 

There I s at l ea.st that possibility ,,tha·t we must consider , and 

from here there must be some lessons to be learned in the area 

of education . 

1~--...(.vV_,~u/ 
.... ~~~~ Friedn1an 

I would say that if Mr. Jacob Cohen should ~"espond , "Man , 

I 1m. a Jew and I'm in thi s movement because I want to help us 

Jews , 1! he would not commm)icate; nothing would happ en, nothing 

would be meaningful. 

I bel1eve very stron_gly that the Jew's involvement . in 

civil rights is :;\n:-exciting one . But it is only excitine; if the . 
' 

concern with the Negro is not condescension and is also not a 

..... 

.' 

·I 
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substitute for something of ourselves but grows in some very 

real way out of a ~ewis.h coven@tal witness. I.f it does not, 

·r do not see in what way it is in a very significant sense 

Jewish. 

I '·JOuld therefore support it if we can do· it in the right 

w~y. But I think there. are e thousand dangers of doing it in 

• such a ~ay . tbet we. do not have the · right to be there. We have 

to show ourselves the right by examining the spirit in which we 

enter into :i.t o 
.·• 

, . 
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SECTION VI 

SOURCES OF . JEWISH IDENTITY 

How does one provid~ options for ~ews to remain Jews, 

···: · thoug·h they may have no cons·cious r·~l igious needs? One answer ·-

may be in the Jewish social mission, which can b e a wa~ for non-

believing Jews to express their . Jewish identity and at the 

same time particibate in the gener al · society. While the 

·e:oraniitted;p self-sustaining Jew will be·come par t of "the 

saving remnant," the detached . Jew may find -the Jewish com-

.. mi tment to s ocial justice a r easonably practical substituteo 

. . , ,_ . .... 

·. . ... ~· .... 
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How does one provide the person who has no strong religious 

needs with a r eason for choosing Judaism? One way is for the f 

Jewish communi ty to i nvolve itself in those areas to which these 
t... r; 

j young people are s o deeply committed, ~. ~., civil rights, the 

poverty program~ An example might make roy suggestion a little 

clearero ;; 

I 

I 
: ' 

I know a Jewish girl who converted to Episcopalianism~ 

There are probably many reasons why she did so (including reli-

gious ones) but one very i mportant one is the fact that as an 

Episcopalian she can work in a mission which is i nvolved With 

Negroes in terms of close brotherhoodo An ordinary Jew who 

wants to \'rork f'or /1 vil j1ghts cannot do 1 t direc t l y through 

the· synagogue.. There are , of course, rabbis wbo go to tbe 

South to work with Ilegroes, but that is on an individual basis o_. 

There are other Jews ·who join CORE or SHCC but · they cannot par- . 

ticipate as Jews in a corporate body.. But they certainly could 

if there ·wer e corporate Jewish actions t aken in fivil fight~ . 

·perhaps my Episcopalian Jewess aud other Jews might find their 

fulfillment through sucb means . 

----- - _ .. ·- - ··· ·-·· -·-- ·-.. -- ... --- -·- ···-· .--- . ... ~-·-
----.. ---··· ·-
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Theodore .Solotarof f 

I would lik.e to ralse one paint which B~n .Halpern has. 

touciced ono . . 

cJ.M.AI . 
It is e-1.-e-S"e to me a·nd, I · suppose, to most ·people hers 

that one of the main impulses that has been given to 

·. r Christian relig1~n in the last decade has been in its social 

·· · mis.sion. This is Vf)ry ·true of Prot esta.nti S!Jl.i .~h ~c.P _ ha.s 

takeri on virtua.lly a new lease on life through the civil"'.'rights 

movemento It is also ~ecoming more and more ~rue of American 

· Catholicism, indeed of interns t iona 1 . Ca tholicism.o 

Of the three major religious gro.ups . ~he Jews :xP!i~A"· 

have ~1-ways been in the vanguard of social reform, so~ial 

progress, social mission :tn Amer--ica o Now they f ·ind themsel ves, ·r . 

·think, involved in a genuine ·dilemma o Jewish progress and 

the Jewish ideology. of minor~ty-group progress r es ted 

. . 

upon faith in and support of the idea of equality 
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. .. ' .. 
: · ·- - ·· of opportunity; a·s ·1ong· as . conditions of opportunity were . . .. . . ~ 

:· 1-· ·-· 

·created and defended·, : Jel-JS would be able to take their •oao 1_. 

' · 

place in the cult'Ureo 7 · Indeed, their. soctal mission in 

·'" .-:· .Am~rica .has bee·n: large°ly that of creating and defending 

con'ditions of equali tj. However, we now find ourselves 

·· faced with a situation in wbi·ch ._. tbe .last minority t _o be 

.. ·. ta.ken into the socf·efy ::1_.g :~king essentially f~r cond~tions 

of "inequality. They f're ·askin·g, most specifically in New 

York, for rea~rangement of schools, they ·are asking for . 

suppor_t in jobs, housing, and so on, as a specific groupo 

, ·· I would suggest .that this condition raises a very s~rious 

'" problem for the 'Jewi'sn· ~social .. mission. - It is very much · part 

._ ..... or · the world we liv·e in" and very much part ·o r the nature of 

···, Jewish contributions to this worldo Moreoverp it is v.ery 

much a part of J ewish identity itself o 

.. 
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~().~;rio-f-£'~~~_}'~· .... .,,... . 

I think if we were looking for a ba sic common 

denominator of what we would all share in common here 1 

it would much mor e l ikel y l ie in the realm 0£ a politic al 

and mora l commitment r ather than a specifically religious 

one. 

The historic effort to establish ourselves in America as . 

= · fUlly" pa:·t1c1pa ting citizens, _as men who are able to fulfill 

themselves as Americans, has been success·ru1, I would think . 

Discr i mination against Jews is no longer a major social issue 

so far as I can seeo ThGre are some pockets of discrii:dnation 

.L 

r 
I 
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. , . 
. that remain. Where do they remain? They remain in the ExecutivE? · 

· Sui te}'l~ich in 1 tself is an example of how very far we have -~ome •. · 

When we start worrying about '1Jhether we can get Jews into GM, 

the problem of discrimination seems to have become rather small. 

We now have a very large institutional setup ·which has been 

developed to help the Jew in the effort to make his way in 

American society • If the main aims of this network of servi~~~ 

. . and defense organizations, and so on, have largely been achieved 

then the question iss What are you going to do with this ap-

paratus, just dismantle it or rather rededicate it? 

ln Commentari, a magazine which publishes other things be-

sides symposia (which itself, I think, could be defended as ·a 

diagnostic instrument)) Nathan Glazer onee proposed that Jews .... 

begin to consider the possibi~ity of redirecting their i mmense . 

resou~ces and sophistication in the field of social welfare and · 

advancement to the problems of other minorities, sp~c1£ica~ly 

the Negro,' and in a much more concentrated and massive way th~n · -
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they have dor.i.e. It is true that it has been the Jewish organizB.-

tions which have been up until now the most interested in pro-

moting Negro equality, but this leadership position is now chal-

lenged by tb.a Protestants and increasingly will be challenged 

by the Catholics. 

It seems to me that Mr~ Glazer's proposal is a very interest-

ing and suggestive one. I raise it with considerable embarrass-

ment because I am not in this field, I am not in sociology or 

in social service/; but , it does seem to me to offer one alterna

tive that people who are experts in this field might be consider- f 
~ 

ing in _this meetingo 
________ ___:-.--

-~-~-.,..........--- -~.,-, ---------,-. ·----
- .....---------

-~--~-
-·-----~-----;;.-(J__,_!'~~~---- --~ ------........ ·-·----

~ I : ., .. ~. 

: I believe the Negro ~evolt is altering the contours or 
.. 
~ 

American civilization and that Jewish survival will be better 
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:promoted ·within these altered boundaries. What the Negroes 

~ 
demand is legitimacy ~- the lifting of the stigmata which i--s. 

attached to nearly every Negro life form, individual and com-

munal~ in this country. What would ~.,, America be like in which 

Negro existence was legitimated? The concepts and myths which . 

might help us to imagine such a ·state of baing -- assimilation • . 

integration, amalgamation~ separation -- all seem inadequate. 

p~'-'<>-(., 

The first three are inadequate for~~~ reasons. We 

cannot imagine any possible circumstance under which the neces-

sary assimilation of black men could take place. These concepts 

are inadequate also for ~hat might be termed spiritual reasons: 

we have seen over and again in the civil-rights movement ho~ 

--
in the midst of demanding integr~tion or colo~hlindness, N~groes 

. I/\ 

discovcr~i1'a sense of pride · in their race. One can see that 
'i 

with each or~anized effort to dissolve an illegitim~te group, 

a more leg1 tirna te group comes into being. "Black po·wer" comes 

from efforts toHard integrationism, not against it. This is fl~...,,.,..f-



...J . 

to say that the color-blind, individualistic, utopia of the 

libera1 1·s dream~ wouldn't be wonde:rful, but mari...y l'logroes have 

discovered, as so many Zionists hnve, that thex·e is really no 

honorable way of getting thereo As for separation, it is the 

least likely path to the desired legitimacy. For !.ll America, 

separation would be indistinguishable from segregation, and 

no black ideologue can talk Negroes, America's most realistic 

citizens, into believing that the manifest meaning of their 

apartness had suddenly changed? But if it is hard to imagine 

what an America uill be like when ·and if' the Megro coILEur'1 ty 

is a member in full stand1ng 9 it is at least clear that that 

Americ& w-111 be more \lllderstanding of groups which engage in 

all the forms of self-segregation which we Jews silently practice; 

1 t will be e. franker .:AJ.i'.!erica in which a Jew can be called a Jew 

in public. 

Therefor e, in supporting t he Negro cause, I believe the 

Je1.>Jish com:.ntmi ty is supporting its ~ cause, and I mec.n this 



in a very practicul way. If the Negroes ' life can be legl. t .h11ated , 

then ours can. And it is not o.nly for abstract moral raasons, 
' 

than, that Je·ws .nhould avoid becorning "white meno" In resisting 

the (I mean resisting not criticizing) \W hasten 
) . 

our a.ssimilation, we in0scapably join the "white community," 

t·!hich is , I would judge, a ~o1.!llliu.n1 ty untagonint1c to Jewish 

intei•ests. 

I would hop~ '·1e c ould join thE::se poignant :tnd passionato 

/l..ruericnns in reshapi1~g the countene.n<.:e of .Ame1·ica 7 wh:tch. al-

ready hr..s a face only a mother coulo. love, '.this i~; a mornertt 

of p::otea.n poss:l.bilities , a time to reassess b oth what ,.,e want 

from America, and \oJha.t we can realist:tcally E::&:pect to obtain. 

' city of tr~e Jewish concern with the 1-~egro is not tha t the SNCC 

so ,~ (,J, .... _.( / ]," • .J 

·-- :I kids were not sent down by Je,dsh c?"gani.za.tions; . tha~he S?-1CC · 



. . .... )/1, 
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·:· 

radicalism of the ~Os. 

The basic 1nauthent~ctity of the Je\d.sh concern -with ~egroes ;..:.,: .. 

-.~Pd the flaw in Mro ·solotaroff 1 s recommendation that · \.le devote . 

. -... ~-- all of. our res9urce·s to t}?.~s great. central moral: problem -- is ·· - --- · --·-

. simply .t~~ there are very fel-J Jewish Negroes. This fact leads 

· us to ask._ why there Eu•e so ·few Je•-Jish Ne.groeso Among other 

reasons, because 'We have ne·ver ·asked Negroes to be Jews. But 

.. _~hy have _\.Je .. not asked . Negroes to be Jev1s? Here a.gain there is 

_ . .. ,... ·· .. ::P~r.:fect 1!n.a..pinµ._ty .bet1ye__en .the intellectuals and the bourgeois-· .. -· ---·~ ·· · 

community . We have not as}{ed ~egroes to be Jews because 

. '(.:lS'as~Y'#. we oursel_v~~ are JeT:Is only pr·ovisionally. We are . . -· . . . . 

·waiting for· all those gox:im to get smart and ac~ept the great .. 

vi.sion of. the Enlightenment · and to inaugU:r>ate a society l.Jhich 

.· .. '• 
· has disca.rded al:,L that .. old .nonsense once and for · allo 
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Mr. Solotaroff mention9d the gommentary symposiumo .. The 

most 1nterest1rig thing about that symposium ~as ~hat Norman .... 

·Podhoretz said about it in his introduction. He be.a. expected 

· 1t to be different from ·the 291.;J+ symposium, but tt '\-Ja,sn 1t. The 

1944 ·symposium 'VJas of second-generation Jews in Arnericg, and the 

1961" 'ohe was of third-generation Jews, yet th~y both said the 

·same· thingo The man who established Reform Judaism in this 

country a hundred years ago was saying the same thing about 

the JeHs of his time as Judah Magnes, ju~t befo~e th~ First 

World War, t-ias saying about the Jei-Js then. (If you go to other 

countries, the same thing had been said about the Je·ws of those 

other countries.) 
~ . 

I am exaggerating6 but there is so~thin~ 

ainiost 'timeless about otir situation. I do not see that we are 

about . to emerge from it except as reality -- the continued 

failure of our utopian Nision to be materialized: the continued 

"defeat and disillusi·,,rmie.nt of our hores)froro ·the hourgeois ., r·evo- _. 

lution of .the Ethical Society to the Bolshev:tk revolution pt 

1917 -- slo~ly impinges upon us. Until the number of the 



'l.;hif.1 sc,r._t arE• gcd.ng to point to the aa.11EJ thing o\' ~!· and over 

My O\~n experience as ·a- practicing rabbi in Englewood, N.J., 

which has received some notoriety. in Americ~has provided me. 

with some sense of \·Jho the Jei-JS -were ·who did support the Negro 

community and some reasons ·why t;hey did. First$' let me point 

out that the bulk of the white support came ·from the Jewish 

c 

community. a-t largeo But most of this support came, not from 

the .synagogues, but from the marginal Jewsi those Jews with 

1-1hom I .ani working for the fir.st timeo They are part of a kind 

of general culture '\'llorld ten years . out of Yale or Sarah La"Jrence 

by ~ay of the board of governors of the art center, the League 

of ·women Voters, the ADA and the civil- rights movement and 
) 



academic life in 1fo1..i York. They are the people Vlho had not 

to .say formally that they were konfessions los although they 

wer_e,· .and whose participation in the political and social l eft, · · · · · 

in political and social advance , ~as for t bam -- in so far as 

it was .motivated by anything beyond their immediate and very 

~vident moral commitment to the issue -- an attempt to become 

.pa:>J:i::; .-of .. th.e- ls .. rgur Amt;rica.; And l ihat I have found is that· for -' : ... · .. 

some J e t-Jfj thf)ir crn~m:t tmGnt t o c:t v5-1 r·ighto \o!aa a n. e].-press~.on 

of their_ Jm-:i f.:h moral conCEiri1; that theno trnre tho kir.!cl!S of 

· cTe•m1 ·who ber,nn l-Ji th J ow1.sh · rcots r.nc1 who pr-oceecln<l to o:::t ond 

.. . them. F'or thOSf) Jem; \:ho WOl'O so di::ipof!ed ln u~.e first pla·cf.:-, 

~_,rJ-· - I ....., .,.-t_I) "'~ ~ 
( t.o.--Oer :J.n th~ procar.s c;f le av~.ng the .Jewi nh corn.J!lunit~/the c1 vil-

rlghts struggle became a.n oppo:r-tunl ty to asse::-t their· bel onging- ·· 

-r.i$~. s to the ldder J:·Oli ticals socie.1 ane cul tur·a l -wc·r le... · It be-

C:?.!ne: ~or ~ many of .t l:: .. 1-::m. a. kind of accti..s1ng f l nge J:> ags.ins t the 

J eo'-'i<ib """'Jm"n:tt ..... ~ .... ~ n.:lditi.·on"'J .,.. .... C ilf t1-ll at t :--__ .... :reT·.1i.!> 0

l' ... CC.""·'"-''-1.,.,lt.'J" .... .... ... . . .., ..,., ...... . J , ~.l'-'· ...... \.:. ,, - ~~- . .... ~ • _..., v 1' .;;> l.:.A ... -J 

·was too parochial. They ·uo:ra not ln search of th•)i:i:> JeHish 
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In civil rights !.they really were in search· of civil. 

< rights and therefore findi n'g another reason for saying, . 

i;Wel l, loo_k, the Jews are too narrow." 

'· :: ' One of the things .that grieved me we s not the sort of 

~~-thing that grieved you, ·: .~o ·cohen; which is ~he Negro sayfng 

:. to you~ "White man, · what are you· doing here.?" On tbe contrary, 

" ·at leas·t as a rabbi, I -W-.8.s .,being greeted with: "At leas·t '.-we 1ve 

:. -got· several - of the 1 ocal clergy, . two r abbis and two l ocal 

: ministers in this deal~~ · By Jews I was being greeted ~1th; 

"What the devil is a rabbi doing in tbis thing, because we 

.are in this business to". get away. f"rom · rabbis a.nd · you have 

caugh.t up with us?" . 

. · I replied, "It~s more· my ·business than yours." That is 

.exactly what I said .to th~m. I said, "I~' s been my business 

·· for a long time. Why a·on t t · you come and find out why 1 t is 

1. 
I 

: 
t 
! 
L 
1· 

l 
. : :" t 

J. 
; 
I 
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: 
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; 
:. 

·. 

.~.:really your busJness, t-oo?~" And I tried to explain ·to the Jews · -· .. , 

..... wherein they were reflecting certain . phenomena of .Jewish 



consciousness and . Jewish history l:lhich they were trying to denyA 

but that belongs to another discussiono 

It seems to me that the civil- rights movement is in itself 

part of a larger phenomenon l-Jherein generation af'tor generation, 

those Jews who l-Jant "out" opt to join that movement r-ihich is 

post-Jewish and post-Christian to remake society on a ne~ model, 

preferably a syncret1stic one. My experience with many of these 

young people gives rne the feeling that they too are trying to 

-create a new synthesis, a new· American consensus l.vhich l·Jould 

displace the present Jewish 1ri-group. 

M-..-u. . 
Do we ..ni;;:e- a responsibility to the civil-rights movement? 

fv,....-<v 
Of .course 'He ~~ Again, I'm going to speak out of my personal 

experience. Much of the real estate within the fourth ward in 

Englel1ood i ·s O\·med by members of rrry congregation. Several of 

,..... 
the slum_,lords in Harlem are also members of my congregation) · 

" and this has not been overlooked. Some of the tutoring that 

is going on in town now has come from \-Ji thin ray immediate con-

gregation. We are tryingo But I am not kidding myself that 

---
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this ~-s the si:tl'!t'>tion of: Jud~:d.sm., because those who \-:ant out 

.for c>tht•1 .. re:!s one going to r;o Cll"G 1.md atai:<i on tbai:; vantage 

.1105.n.t eY!~ look at the Je:-;i~ih com.nrnnity ar~d si?.'J;t "You a re much 

·Let me state some of my feelings and convictions about 

.. - -j,~_.J/,~(.(J u . n 
. tr·· <. -- ----- . _,/--/. 

the/ ~emarksl\ on the Negro questlo~h~};.~~.,::::S·olo.ta:eo.0:.t£r-~D~~9.B1""7 

_a:q~~.,.Jlab..Qi.;_:o:::He·r.·.tz~~f· This may seem chauvinistic, but I do not 
t,';"' ... --·.·· • • 

.think that the Jewish community should take a posl tion on any 

que·stion unless He can clearly identify -wha~~ OUl"' self-interest 

is in participating. 

ti'cipating actively and earnestly in this movement is that, 

aft-::ir all, t'1C hnvs done this bi;:\f'ore in other movements --

libBral, trade-union., and cultural-pluralistic 

movnme.::?:ts. 
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I .would like to point out tr.at each of' t~cnJ0 move::1°; r.:t s 

,r.ep~~rnentod EJ. kind of uni versa.lizing of n Jet-ti sh Clep!'j.vation. 

In. .e.ach .of those wcvements there l'ma the pln5.nt by young da-

.. tached Jaws, intellec.tuals.,. l-lr.iters, arti~tr. .,_ later on so 

ma_ny-Ru~sian Jews -- that the Jevrn l-Jerc depri Yee and thi~t 

. _ ... 11.bera.lism or sometbi.n~ . else '-Jas the a.ns-vJer t') the ·whol~ problem · ·.·.:· 

of Western culture. They meant their cwn ~rcblem -- of course, 

they ~id. _not Qd.mi t there "-'rn.s anything Je~d. ~h about this bacauae 

t -bnt would have c:r:sacked the myth of theiY." universal m~v;:,ment. 

As fer e.s the Negro . mov.eraent is concerned I f a.ll to see 

in all honesty t.Jha t there is in 1 t for us, :t .a., 1·Jbat o~ self-

iQteres-t as a community is~ ~hat are we asking for ourselves? 

.I ~~ink t hat the Negroes are Christians, even if Cl'l..ristians -

have forgotten about them. Whether it is or is not a moral" ·· ' 

tJ,.,-{jJ 

imperative and regardless of _to":':'1·;~'lat- extent young Je1vs take 
A 

part· in it, ·we are participating in the Negro movement. But · 
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·this movement is bringing a lot of tsores on us and is going:: :":· ~ .... 

to continue to bring a great .many more tsores upon many 

American Jews. I think it is just self-deception to disrega~d · · 

the impact of the Negro movement upon the fairly trivial interests 

of J ewish merchants on 125th Street. I am not going to defend 

these merchants' practices or. their· morality. But the tensions 

'· ahd· dangers are deep and a J e\.iisb community can ' t disregard them, 

r egardless of altrui sm. 

So our participation in the Negro movement i s different 

from our earlier particip~tion in kindred poli tical movementso 

· ... It may have seri ous , material effects upon us, and we must take-._-· ·· 

~,,., 

very serioustfwh~1t it is going to do for our l egitimate self-

interest. 

Steven s. Schwarzschild 

What is in it for us?r.J:.ofessor Gartner has asked. The fact~ 

that the Negro has discovered the American is anti-Negro, just 

as we have l earned that the occidental non-Jew is anti-Jewish. 



\ 

\ 
\ 

- . .. .. . . ..... ... -.. . -

\ 
/).o\ 

I 

If t;he Ner,1.,0 :S.s r:olng to sa.ve himself, he is going to have 

to baco1"'' something beyonQ 'What "America}e-1 in contemporary 

u~~-ge ,. co.n over ba, just as the Jct-:, in order to save himself' 
) 

lJS.11 h:J.ve. to be more than just "Jew" in the common denotation 

of the term -- here or any other place in the t-10rld. 

--i-00. 

Whs.t happens if you reverse the formula ti on '! !!' the Negro. 

is the .Jet.J 1 then the Je'\-J is also the Negro, and is going to 

have to find his place .in a world which is now falli ng under 

the shadow of A::lia and Africa as ·,.Jell as many othGI' unpl"•3Cedented 

cµ.ltural and h.i. s torical factors. 'l'hat is \·lhy our interest is 

~4- ")c,,..i. l~ 
so profoundly involved in ~ of the Negro in this country --

not becE>,use it ia th& America 'We have kn(.lwn but becauzc it is 

ebout some thing other- t han that , since Amer~ca end Europe and 

the structure of the entire knot-Jn ·wo!'ld aro fast ccmir.:g to an 

end. I 

' 
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~ 
.Thflodore · Solotaroff 

Why .should the Jews make a more concerted, a more personal, 

a more religious commitment to the Negro movement? The first 

r eason is because of something one might call reparat~ons. The 

J ewish eff~rt, the organizational effort in providing friend• 

ship, support, money, leadership to the Negro community is on 

the recordo It need not be stated or defended, because t here 

it is; part of our hi·story , als~art of our pride. t:OIE~th.d" 

• • ---------.,...~--;.·-:. -- ~ ... ~--~-~ .. ~ • "'" C': :!•• • ... ~ .. . . 

a.t-t-!-tu~f-""';.Ne.gr-oe~~.J.em-tol:u:w.d-th.e-:-J.ew....Jia.S:.:.n~e.e:.n·~·-~ 
...... 

f 
\ 

\ 
l 
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. . 
.... ~.-eh~~w~~~~ .... 't!o~n9-ga..t4.-v,e~11Gh.-. .mo:-~---0ppP.as-s4-v~-~ha t. 

l em the 1<:hi te ro ... qn is th.e J s1"' e" This in a ws.y ti~s in llli th what 

. 
!l..r·. c ohen h .. ~3 ss.ic e · B\).t it ties in not only e.s a. matter of 

· nnitual i.nterest bu.t also of a muti.i_e_l :-e.lt:l.ti.onship, end I \-lou-ld .. 

' e.e:r'5.ne "t ,:bJ.s X'e°lat:lonship in part -- and I hope I \.Jill not be 

accused of self-laceration and ·ali that -- from the fact that 

the relationship between the Jew and the Negro has partially 

been a relation between the exploiter and the exploitedo I 

come from a town ~n New Jersey where the Negro slums l'Jere al- .. . . 

·most entirely owned by Jevrn. I come from a family business 
' 

1n ·which Negroes provided the cheap unorganized labor. ·I come 
\ 

{;.,~~ 
from ·a· 'background in Hyde Park. Chicago, ~.W..k}1 the situation 

. ,. 
01H25-t.a-St~e-t' l-Jas jus t as v~sible as in Harlem, that for the _. 

Negro the J ew is not the socia l ·worker by and large nor is he 
.I .) 

-t he community l eader ; he is the pawnbroker, he is the slum lord,· . _, 

he is the loan shark. 

. l 



. acd th~t j ust a3 , -. . .. ., 
:L L!Cl.l. -~·J.CLVJi ..... 

J 

zz..,.,_./c. 
How is thl~ l'~lEi.t~Jd to Judr.!.z-1:.1 l:taslf? I .,tl':le-.:i.-t;,....~~i.g-g~:&-t 

by gl ving it an 1m.me<littte relavance, by ros t:or!ng \:b.at they 

&7 ~·"'? '1-
have alHays cs.:i.led ths social gcspe;l sn~\'an im:.11edia te, ccnc1•ete, 

and p1··esljing social issue. 

How dcc,s this rslato to the ~fe".J? I \:oulii 1.ike to drt.t~ 

upon an essay that appea:a."'od in Cc:ru;;eli-Gl!!'y by Emil Fackenheir.1. 
c. 

In i ·l; Facks.nheiin does \vb.at Jacob Coh0n ha3 :::u.ggcotcd c.11 ~Tews 

do, t-jhich is · to .. cake ·~he searching q_uesticns of the Gentiles 

seriously. The question he t0ok ss:i...,iot.:sly lo;as f or1~l~tcd by 

Kant o This questlor.a VJ as , "If to "be r:mral a lc."r; mu.s:t bo :JeJ.f ... 

)' . 

impose~"'tn othe1., ~or·d~, 1 t mi.4st bo the 

can .Jewish inoral la:.1 have t hs statua oi: moral law 01• s le.:H for•: 

J _ 

\. 
free men if it is <l!.vinely given?" Fackenheim took this question 
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I t:. ' 

l \.: . .. -'·_;· 

/ 

o_f Kant very ss.rio~~ly, and · e.f.ter a. ·.-e;reat· d~al. of close e.qalysis • 

he - nai<l ·the reason that "Jewish· !Tl.orai · 1a.w cRD be at one and the. 

sa.rna time cl:tvinely given arid al~o ~nwardly and freely acknow ... 

ledgad ·and imple~sntsd is th.at between God and man there exists 

He t~~kes as hlg teY.t · ·-the fa.mou:s one from Micali: "To do 

ing to Fack~nheirn the ~·Jay in which Je\~ish moral 19.W is at once 

\ 
I . 

both autonomous -- t hat is~ aelf-irr.pos~d ~~ ~~d ~lso diYinely 

revealed is that one walks humbly with God by doing jus~ice 

el'l--.._r . . . .. 
an.d hdno~ana iner'<~'Y andp" ·converse·ly., that ~ one c~ trul~ do 

. . /\ " . . 
. fe.~ . 

justice .a-nd=h~ and mercy" only by · walking humbl.y wl th Goci. 
/\ 

I do not -"1ant to debate tl;l.e theology here or the i!lterp_re-. 

tation. · It t ~;ems to me that fackenheim 1 s position is an extremely 

powerful one 1 and ~~~~t- if Judaism could begin to 

. I"'\ 

rec?gnize this thre~foid relationship far more d~eply and 



'l -. • 

concretely than it does toa.~.y, th~n the raleva!!ce of the 

/').. J ·"' 
fW-;-

,. i "t•., , -
'-"- 1-.J.. i 

rights !'!10Vement/\ l~t u2 ~r..y, u.s nddras~rnd to these r.eop:te ~.,:ho 

-- . 
are rr:ost c1osperateJ.y i~ need cf ju~tice ond of ::rJ.ercy 1' tn.r, f! h~ 

'(;'; . .. .. · 

c~ .Tud8.1::?m will be qulte vl~i ble and I th:i.nk -~.ne.r~:.rn.ble • 

. ~ . .. 
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. ~ . . ~ .. 
~:.,d . . 

~:r-~:Ber: Halpern 
t ··. : ... 

. I happen .to be · in :.the .'i"avorable · position · that my particular .. _.· .. ·-;_, 

solu.tion is clearly not. acceptable to Jews in Ameri~ As .far . 

~-s · I am concerned, the ·· solution to the problem -would require us 

, 

.. ·· -pi-ck up and go to IsrQe;i~ . . ~ I . kn·ow people .. are not going to do that • ... .:. . 
.. 

·sc» l t enables me to · 1ook ·at· this·: thing, I think; from a · more· 

~ 
reS:ltst;ic "poin_a" of view and =offer niy· suggestions on. the · basis 

of what is poss~ble, and not merely desi-rableo 

For the committed, established Je1.J, if he re.ally follat·Js 

the logic of his situation to the ultimate extreme, he will end 

11,.J 
where Mr . H1mmelfarb and ·Rabbi Lam would like· tc;> see him end, in 

c 
·· ·a c-lea.r commitment· to the. "saving remnant o" A self-sustaining 

:nuc·leus of Jet-1s who ·t-Jould preserve themse lves by &ntensive cul ti-· ; · · 

vation of a tradition~ ·· "This implies, as · they '"ell know, that. they ·: __ 

: ar.e going t<? live outside of history$ as Ros~nzw~ig sai_do Of . 

11/t<.. . . ' 
course, ~ Himmelf·arb \·1ould like to get them into history, 

,;: .... : ·too, and have t hem _bring ·Negroes into -the synagogue • . But· it-- is .. 

not only Jel-is with a very loose attachment to Jel·J1shness t~h6 rum : 



I 

~ 
- do not ·ws.~t to convert :t-!ag:Poes. The orthodo.A :re·wa do not t>Jant 

-
lfogro~ s in the synagogue t;ither . They s.ra not 1 nterosted in 

r:dsslons becau.se they az•e concentrating on thonselves. It is 

llot; that t;hey 1.:ish to koc;.p Negro.ea o·.xl.; of tha!.r co:;nn!u.n'J. ty; they 

jv.st do ·no.t "'.-.~ant to convert any goyi.m. Th12i loglc of this posi-

. · t-lon l.i>.aos · to ft defe~slve; ~elf-centex•ad sts.nce above and beyond 

h.5. at 'Jl""Y • 

For tho~u who e.re r~1lati v.;ly det~cha'3. J;;·,Js, a. :-olv.ti on for 

them ll&s t:o be s1;e,t~d a::: n dos1.cfo1"'~,t11.111~ s:t nee the prognosis is 

not so elem· ns in the othel"' ca!';e. ThG dlfftcu.lty is that such 

Jews are h~:.~tl to Loteg::>e-.t·~ in an organizr~t.ton or nn establishment. 

Wi t11ottt :-:JUcl1 a collective ent1.ty able to act on v, .. tal iasues for · · 

all Jm.Js. one could ha:i;>dly express a J e1<Jish collacti ve interest 

in .,~hat 1n going on 5.n A111.e'1."'ica : for example, bri11E;inG Negroes. 

---r).P 
into the orbit of .Jewish _comi1n1.nity's efft)ctiva spoorc of action. 

/\ 

I do not· say that tho p:'.'ognol3in favors this a. t all.. Ip 

· fact thor~ io ha11 dly any basis for it, with certain exceptions. 

The exceptions refer to the organized part of the .Te-w:i.sh community· 
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... 

beyond th~· syn~gogue 6 thD.t Ml"'.- Solota.roi'.f nier1tioned. ·· We have 

' · 
roeny Euch. orgs.nizi:.:tio~s which ws sci; up for· ou+· oi-m needs: in 

o~..,der to fight fer ci ·'111 rights , for: example o 

··~t11y : 
The~xis t today 

l:·ut they <lo r:.ot hava t!:is function b..llY roo1•e o Woul~ it not be 

<.i..I 
pc .. ~si "Ole tv conYart them to &n .i\..ltruis.tic functlon'i 

l\ot . o:.ly 1vo-:..tld tt .. is be a desi<ler-a·tum i 'rom ·(;heir poin~ of 

.. 
vio~·i bu"t D as a rr.a!itel' of .fact, it is an organizational imperativG 

. Ji.~ - I 
H:iich th;~ry O.l'.'e aoti~1o ly exploring, e.3 I/\ found out myself . in the 

last C(l"tlplc of y5ar~ o All of ·;,;1.1e .i'ede1•ations, the coramuni ty 

- ~ 

ldn<l ·of uon.:i.~acta:·i~tn se:.--vics, a la Qut:Lker society, bee a.use of 
j ; 

-: . -

the ir .i'ur!cticr~al t:lecessi ties o 

.·:.' :"' .. . .. .. . 

Th:i.s is t!. meo.gcl:· tc.~:t s of iC:snt:li'icati on i'.or the non-es tab-. 

Jen:if.!hr.e~rn to involu.nts.ry Jet·i~ but it does lead somewhere in 

t~.:.c:::. t tirectie;n,. _ 

I 
I 
f 
l 
! 

i 
I 
i 
I 

! 
i 
I 

! 
! 
i 
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i 
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I 
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I think one can . also predict that there Y.iill bs a.5.s·-

s-atisfaction with it and a feel:tnr, on the part of all the 

people involved that it will not last, as h~R bA~n ~ur,gested · 

here; that this is bot enough to attract free mP.n to contim'.otrn 

dedication to something which is a formally volunte.ry assoc!.a.tion. 

I a lso \-.JOUld assume that it would be prefe.re.blE\ to Je\·!S . if = . 

there were some kind of ultimate commitment . It 't!oulc be m.ora· · 

·attuned to the heritage which bas ~~eserved us. I am sure every-

v 
one has a f eoling that there has been a relaps~ fJ>om the martydom 

/\ 

and heroism of anc~stry to the easy co!lvenience of. be1.ng an un-

comml tted JelJ today. So I think there is u~nou~tedlv a ~en~~al " .. 

nostalgia for something that se~ms more corumitten. and} tb.e1"efo~e, 

more Je't·iish. 

I irJould ventui-'e to predict that there would be n.J.~o a certain. 

strain towards a more 1 let us SEl.Y P religious or ethicRls or 1 lf 

you like prophetic character for JeHishness. I l-Wl!10. not venture 
;> 

t o predict how far that can goo Tb.ere e.re obviou.s '3.iffi c1...i.lt1.ez, 
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·~. 

I 
because, as he says, if ·the. ·questior£ :1a who are · you;. then you 

} ;;:: A. ..... 

have to be s omebody . In order to be somebody in terms of action 

·on ·t he Negro issue ~ the community has ·to be an integrµtedg 1·1ell-
. ( 

organiz'ed community j and there tire obvious· difi'iculties in bring- . 

ing t his about.; 

good thing.. So I do not . ~nticipate . that there will· be a complete 

r ever.sal of. the present inadequacy. 

~hy can't they apawer: 
{L,,,...:!.,,.~U,y,J 

I am· h~re for the ·union .of Heb:i?ew 
/\ 

Cong;regat:\..ons ' Conmrts s ion on Socia l Justice? \vhy is · that not 

an a.ns~!er. ? Why must · :i. t be : . I run here ·for the Jewish c ommu~i t~: 

~11.lat is all :s.~:i gtrt f v:r· t h a . r·abbi ·:Nho goc.:a dot-m to M:l.s sissippi 

and r.e·ts ·~~hro' . .Jn ln jail .. .B:xt t.he quetil.iion is d1:P&ci;ed ~·;; people . _, 

d::> no-I; go to H~.ssii:Jsl.pp:i.. I ·t; is . they 

as a citizen?" 



·~ ··~.. · . . · ~· . 

I 
.• J 

In slim!' I ·thipk ·1t ·would .be much more frv..i tf'ul if every-· 

We have to live tog~ther S.!1Y':rny 3.nd. noboc.l.y is going to g~t· his 

("*"\ 

ws:1 fully. Not 

./ 

only .th~ Z:tonist3 ·~ave t,~3n · bY/Ja.s ~ed l::y history 

but so h~ve the 
. . . 

syr.ago~1.es 2..TJ1 so he.v.;; t~e C:')l.11.."Utm1ty centa!'s s.nd 
\ 

~~ 

so ha·s e.very one e 15 e ~ tha.t is~ · 
'/\ . " 

wJ 
~t can get back 5.n t he in1i.r1, I t hink; 

out of ea0h 

~\.r: if ~1e tnka ourr.:elV'3S · 

~ 
one 1 a pv..rticulru." ~1·or;lr~u1 cor.im~- tment # cP t:>a.1'i&h-..J . r, . . 

-whatever the:y may 'b~,. 5.n Americ:;. s.nd e l i::ewhs.re •. 
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SECTION VII 

SOME PROPOSALS FOR THE FUTURE 

This conference represents a beginning. · There 

are various ways ·to continue in. the effort . of seeking 

solutions to the problems of Jewish .identity and 

continuity in the modern worldo 

Arthur Hyman 

.. Arthur Hertzberg 

Norman Lamm 

Irving Canter 

Richard Israel 

Seymour Siegel 

Arthur Hyman· 

.. · 
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I ·want to submit to you a conc1~ete propo$a.l. This proposal ~ -. - : · : ~ ..... 

is in· two parts. I should like to suggest firstly that this · 

.. 

' , -group 9 or a simlar one, be continued a-s ·a deli-bor.a ti ve assembly . ,, 

;. · ·\;hlch -~ill e.x:aiaine -..: as wa ·e.re d9ing today csrtain 1mportan-t .. . -.. ..... _, .. . 

. .. . .. ... . ..... ... 
issues of contemporliry Jewish life •. I should like to suggest 

.) 

secondly, tha t ti1is a·s·st)mbly issue from time-to-time -- forgive 

What I have in ttlnd is this·o I havo recently reread Augustine 

. 
with son~e of my students. Augustine 9 az . you '.Jill recall, is 

· greatly concerned. about . fa-1th Rnd· he investigates how faith .ca~ .... . .... _ 

· · · : become clarified through understanding. . However, in one passa~a 

.... .. . . ' 

he states very perceptivety that even the act of faith requires:· 

! 
J 
,. 
I 



a ce :rtain measure . of pre-lin:4nai.,y l.mderntand!ng .• . ·To. =pare.phrase . I • :· • . . .. ~ 

him·, a m.ature act of c6!im:itm9nt must .. ~e~t . o~· p;rior. investiga~ion~ . 

time t o commit curse·l ;fas · t o ·matters of· J'ew,ish importance and 

oftt?n. to ac·t on this co:irutitmentt but .I am not su.:l'e ·that ·we al-

,_, _,. ~.rays : pos9ess· ths~ relevanf~:iitfor"rn.at-i"on:· and· that- we· know what· the : > ...... 

.. 
:· 

. . . ~ 
possible courses of. ac ·~:ton .. mignt ·:be . ... Intt:?.llige·rl't · action in OUP- · 

co!!!ple,x .m~J~~ ,,.,i:>rld requires a great deal of -informatlon. -e.nd 

1magina ti on and he!'e is \(hore the envisagi::C. assembly could be 

. l.~) 
of help. To cite just one E:xe.mpl e tha. t bas been ment ioned C»-

the probl em of intermarria".ge ." · Most c:l us are r a t her well 1n-

·.I• f ormed· about Je~d s-h~ ma tteTs·; but·--! :=~!cnde:r hoi./ many of· llS a!'e . 

·re.ally f c;.m.iliar with' ths -·hi s to1•y of the probl~m w.i thin o-:.1r c om-
... 

-. munity and how many· of' us "could" delin·?S:.. t0 cl es.r altern.s.ti ves 

c • ~ for ··courses of a~tion , and ·-"1h.a t . t hese :al t~rna ti ves i n,;ply_ • . ·Now, . : ·. ~ .. · . ,.. · .. 

if~ l e·t us say, the . a.'ssembl y; as t he . resn1 t of a ye~.r· s ·work.~ 

:were to issu~ a paper se~ting down the historic~.'l ba.ckgrouncls 
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of intermarriage together with suggestions for possible courses · 

. . . 
· of action and what they imply, it "1ould have performed an im~ 

portant service for our co!nrmmi ty '! I am well aware that our 

various organ1za tions are busy wt-th- analyzing a variety or· prob-·. 

lems -- th~f intermarriage 

·or their work~ms to imply 

among them -- but~ very nature 

that their framework reflects the · 

organization's ideological point of reference. It would be to 

the advantage of the assembly that -- consisting of members 

having a large variety of colillll1tments and coming from many dif-

ferent disciplines -- it may b:ri~ a certain openness, critical 

judgment, and freshness of approach which might be difficult to 

achieve for the existing organizations. 

I want to emphasize again4t I am advocating 

. ;( 
not an executive, body. 

a deliberative, 

The assembly would obviously need an 

"o:rganizational11 framework to secure funds, to recruit a research· 

staff, and to take care of administrative matters~ but this frame-

work should be kept to the necessary minimum to enable the assembly · 

I 
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to function smoothly. 1· am convinced that if papers of the 

type described were to be issued by the assembly, our actions, 

J 
both on the national and local level, would become more informed 

and, possibly, even more effective. 

~~~Arthur B8rtZl>ers 

A suggestion has been made that there ought to be a way of 

continuing this discussion. I think it is tai.r to say that 

there are several of us who have been running a -circuit of other 

groups that are hoping to continue this kind of discussion. But 

I would like to suggest that not ver7 much will develop out of 

discussions like this 1! it simply gets pr~nted in a booklet and 
[ 

· winds up on a shelf. I think that we need to find a way to bring 

home whatever it is that we develop here. I suspect that this 

is whit Dr. Hyman is saying, too. 

.. c. s • • .. . - f . . , p ,.. ,<r 
··" •: 'i J : ,p• s, ,e . . • , . .<. ~ ?;' .'·. 
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If there is to be any practical proposal it must not be 

to conduct more studies or to construct more theor1ess it must 

be to deteriiline wb.ich groups are authentically committed and to 

!ind out what kind of assistance will allow those authentically 

coDlI&lit~ed groups to appeal with gre&ter cogencr to the large 

uncommitted public and at least otter them these alternatives • 

. ·.· . 

. . . ... . : 

t»s-11 Irving Canter 

It seems to me that besides discussion we need some kind 

ot partnership with the rest of the establishment _ • This part--
nership should be with the la1 leaders in our communities uJ ·. 
I suspect that this is part or y-p1l\ Hiller's idea 

[ 

.· 

r 
[ 
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that the patient is the community or the cotltlunity is the patient. 

Our lay leaders have to be involved so that they know what we 

are talking about. 

Also, the organizational leaders; .people who have a trans-

mission-belt role)to bring back whatever it is to their organiza-· 

t1on~should join us in this discussion ·at whatever level they 

can. 

The other piece of the partnershi~, the one ·I identify with, 

is the civil servant, so to speak, for want or a better r..am~\ ---

those of us who are ~ngaged in Jewish communal services the 

group .worker, the Jewish-center worker, the federation worker, 

the comn.'lllli. ty.-relations wo1•ker. This group might possibly serve ·. f 
as the motive force in bringing together the various ele~ents 

ao~~~ 
for~ action .• 
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I would l ike to suggest that we investigate various . 
;}-

conceivable possibilities for models of autbenti~y -- academic, 

artistic, Zionist , religious end devotional. Can we get a model . } 

of what is honest worship, what is soci3l action out of Jewish 

commitment? Perhaps it may be a matter of developing ~orkshops, 

of putting money into little groups that would experiment in 

specific areas, just to see what emerges in terms of developing 

further Jewish commitment along areas of aµthenticity -- no 

single area of authenticity but a series of programs of the 

~t that have emerged today. 

\ 
I # Seymour Slegel 

I want to say that there is e fallacy involved in thinking 

that an Umbrella organization, one in which ~any commitments, 



many different types or commitments are united is in some way . . . 

mora effective than organizations which are built around one ·. 

commitment. I think that that has been the fallacy of Jewish 

educational aotivit:,,where a Jewish education commission, which 

..... . W~ · . 
includes everybody, 1s(1n some way superior to a specific type · 

~,&a 
of educational program because tae1 do not share the prejudices . -xr A 

of everybody else. ~ fallacy is oxhibi ted in our discussion · - · · -

here. That is because of the tact - maybe I am just reflecting 

ID)" own point of view -- that some people are just a little afraid 

to say certain things, namely that, for example, Judaism is a 

total commitment in all areas or life and that religion or faith 

is the core or it and that we have to try to bring that to as 

many people as possible. 

Human beings seem to learn in at least two ways. The .p~~ry 

way seems to be through habituation • . Most of us do what we do ·· 

not as the result of explicit deliberation, but through habits 



/~ 

instilled in us by parents, school, and society. But we also 

learn through the caref'ul. examination or ideas, and this, to my 

mind, is the better way. Thoughttul, well-reasoned actions are 

more app~opriate for mature human beings than simply doing what 

one is accustomed to do. 

A similar distinction applies to our organizational lite. 

Host .of our organizations represent a definite ideology and 

they are busy trying to instil in us their values by means ot --

to use a nasty word -- manipulation. We all know that our 

~ 
I 

various organizations use the whole range or modern communication 

techniques to persuade us that their position is correct and the 

one to be followed. Now, I am not an anti-organization man. I -

belong to as many .organizations as others and I am fully avare 

of how necessary all types or organizations are for the life ot . 

a community. I know fully well that if 1 for example, a Jewish 

educator wants to implement a certain theory of education h~ 

requires the resources of a defini~e educational organization. 

But at ·the same time I see great merit in an "organization" 



\~ 

which, transcending our organizational groupings and not eon-

earned with immediate practical implementation, is devoted t9 

an examination or ideas. I am a great believer in the power 

or ideas arid I am convinced of their ultimate practicality. 

This type of activity simply has not been tried enough within 

our midst. 

My expectation or our work is, then, the clarification 

ot areas or common concern in a setting or mutual respect and 

\ 
intellectual integrity, and not the setting up or yet another 

organization for the formulation of yet another ideology~· l 
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Ii'1TRODUCTION 

~ . .. .. :The material which follows is an attempt to summarize a ··. ~ :.. ... . :r · -: .
certain .amount of data to serve as background for the Conference . 
_Qil Jewis.h. Identity and Integration to be held in the American .. 
Jewish Committee's Institute of Human Relations in New York on 
November 7-8, 1964. It seeks to list data about Jews in America 
which are, on .the whole, known to participants in the conference. 
and which they would generally take for granted as background. 

· - - It is neither detailed nor documented. It is therefore · · - -
-followed by a brief selected bibliography in which much of the ·· · · ·· · ·· · · 
d.qcµJnenta_ti,on .may be found. Many other analyses, some of them by~· "·-· "·. :··- ;.. . 
participants in the conference, could have been added. In this · 
case, however, brevity was considered a greater virtue than · · 
exhaustiveness. 

Since it is our hope that the conference will devote itself 
to diagnosis, analysis, prognosis and prescriptions, we have · . 
endeavored to provide the symptomatology here, to obviate the need 
for it in our discussio~s. Within the limits of personality and 
l~ngµag~,- Qu~ goal has beeri to be descriptive and objective rathe~ - .. _ 
than interpretive or evaluative. There are undoubtedly omissions 
or .. distortions. We hope there are a minimum of these. Should 

. there . be. ~ny, we hope the participants will make them known either~~ 
in advance or at the conference itself. 

A. 1. 

G 

BACKGROUND DATA 

A. Demographic 

Population and Resid~ ~ 

· There · are approximately 5, 600, 000 Jews in the United States .. 
They reside all over· the country but about half are in the" ·.· · 
New York metropolitan area. Regionally, they are divided 
as fol.lows: 69% in the Northw~ 11. 9% in the North . 
Central states (the states around the Great Lakes); 7.1%. 
in the South; and 11% on the West Coast. They are over
whelmingly urban with 85% of all Jews residing in the 
fifteen most po:mlous metropolitan areas. However, over 

~: . ..:t.:·. ·; 

- . t' ••• - ; • 
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the recent decades there has been a tendency for a large. 
·· proportion (which. varies from city to city) of the Jews - . .. 

··:·-to become suburban rather than purely urban in residence;. · : ._ ; :/ ·· 

Birth, Dea~h and Age 

The fertility and birth rates for Jews have been lower 
that those of the general population. The gap between · . ,:: .. 
the reproduction rate of Jews as against that of the 
general population has been widening. At current rates; ·· 

·· the expectancy is for · Jews to bear 2 .5 children per · · · 
family, which is insufficient for maintenance of the . . .. , ., - =

c~.rre.nt population. Biologically, the current tend~ncy, ~ : : ·--··
if it continues will mean that the group will not maintain-
.its current size. Thus, Jews are tending to become a 
smaller group and a relatively smaller proportion of ·the 
·total population. {Thc'.1'.'c a:rc·data suggesting that family -
·s±ze among higher socio-economic level, college-graduate 
couples who plan their families -- characteristics 
applicable to an increasing proportion of American Je~s ~-: 
is becoming larger.) Life expectancy has increased. · 
The net result of some of these tendencies is for the 
Jewish group to become, on the average, older than the 

__ general population., with a higher proportion of the _.. _ ... _ 
_ -=.middle-aged and .elderly .and a lower proportion~ of, .. _.: ·- - - ··- - __ _ 

children and young people. 

Marriag~nd Intermarriag~ 

:. :The rate of divorce among Jews is r:Lsing but still beiow:.. ": :..· :....: ::..~-- : 
-··_ ._.that of the genere.l population. The rate of intermarriage-__ __ _ .. 

has been ris5.ng with each succeeding generaticn following '-.:·.· 
the immigrant generation. The rate of intermarriage 

A. 4. 

nat·ionally is currently about 1 n~. However, there ·are 
·variations of this rate in different localities· (lA~th .· ..... :--. -. . . ... 
·some as high as ·40%) which incorporates the element of 

_ .'the ratio of Jews . to others; i.e., the rate is probably .. - , . ·
in inverse relationship to the proportion of Jews to the 
total population in a given community. Indicetions are 
that about 30% of the children of mixed marriages are 
raised as Jews". 

General Education 

Ame::ican Jews, as a group are one of the most highly . .. . . ··-- : ... 
educated groups in the country. Close to· all /adD.U·Jew\ 
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have attended at least high school (as first generation , ·' ·. · ' 
Jews die off, the proportion is tending toward 100%) . .·.· .. · J •• '.i. ,.. -, 
Between a quarter and two-fifths of all adult American · · · - · · 
·Jews have attended college. The tendency is for the vast ·· · 

. majority of Jewish . youth between the ages of 18 and. ,2l~ · to : -~ - . · · -· 
attend college. (Among American religious groups, only · · : · · · · · · 

·-the Episcopalians · and the Presbyterians tend to have ·· · ·· · · ·· · ·· · 
equivalent proportions of education.) 

Occupations 

Occupa.tionally, Jews are tending in the direction of 
becoming almost exct'usively proprietors,_ executives and 
managers, sales personnel, professionals and white collar 

·.··": --~-;-.,-workers. (A recent study of the Jewish population in ·an · . .::.~- · =-=-- · ·· · 

jft4~~trial city in New Jersey revealed that 60% of th~ 
men between the ages . of 25 and 34 are in occupations 

.. . . _ _ cJassified as professional or semi-professional; this is 
a proportion one-third higher than in the 35-44 age group, 
and twice as high as in the 45-54 age group.) The group 

. professionally engaged in intellectual occupations (college ... 
teachers, scientists, researchers, writers, etc.) continues · 
to grow. 

A. 6. Income 

.... _ - - -·· -Ame~i~·an Jews tend · t;o -have·,- as· a group, a higher per capita·· .. 
·· - .. -:_iricome than Americans generally, or than Catholics or 

Protestants, as groups. However, when segr'.lents of these 
... . bro.ad groups are selected .. (for example, Episcopalians . 

, .-.:, :-.=-. , ~atber than Protestants) or when other variables (education"):.... -- · · 
:.: .:. · . .,:-. urbaµ residence, occupational groupings) are equalized; _·::·_: _:.::: .:. 

B. 1. 

·~-.-these- differences ·in ·income·-tend to disappear. Howev·er ; · a·s · " 
an ethnic group Jews have reached an economic level on a 
par with the highest "old American" groups, and have reache·d 
this level much more rapidly than other immigrant ethnic 
groups, whether "oldn or "new." 

B. Social 

Exclusion \ 
Jews have become increasingly accepted in the gene·ral J 

/ 

society, and larger proportions of Jews now have regular 
~ 
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contacts with non-Jews. Overt, agitational anti-Semitism . 
is at a relatively low point; Jews have more access to 
the privileges and facilities of the total society, although 
there are remaining pockets· of exclusion _occupationally in< ·.· . : . , 
executive and managerial positions in the large industrial_: :..: ' ., . 

· corporations, the heavy industries, utilities, banking, ··.- .. :: ... · 
:...~-- . ·· - .e.tc., .and in certain social facilities -- the private_ club, ·---· 

.. some residential facilities and to an extent vacation _. 
resorts. Jews nevertheless have access to separate, often 

· ·superior, facilit~es. They can by and large achieve - _ ., " 
fir-ancial success, find housing of the type they want and· · 
can afford, maintain their own city and country clubs and 
find the types of ·recreational activity they seek . · · - · - · ·· · ·- - - ·· 

B. 2. Social Cliques 

While Jur.erican Jews tend to have increasing social 
· ·associations with non-Jews, social cliques tend to be .. : - · · · -
··wholly Jewish or non-Jewish, though cliques of each · type· · ·· · -. : · · · 
-may include a stray couple or two from the other gLoup. · 
Jews also tend to cluster residentially, although as · of· ···-·- . . · :· 
now even the "Jewish neighborhood11 tends to have an 
admixture of non-Jewish neighbors (in varying proportions) . · · 

B. 3. Organi7-ations 

...... :. __ Jews..belong to all the vast array of Jewish membership . 
. organizations, national and local; religious, Zionist, . 
philanthropic, civic and social service. As of now, 
however, the large~t membership is probably in the 

.. ··-·· synagogue-related organiza.t_ions 1 ike temple sis.terhoo.ds. 

. ..-and brotherhoods, religious school PTA, youth groups, . e:tc. : : ·.. . . . 

.. ~- -- .Most .. of the nationa.l membership organizations tend. to .have" . 
reached a plateau in their numbers of members, and are new ·· 
either dropping in total membership, tending to remain· at .. 

.. the ·same level (with new recruits barely replacing drop- · .. : ...... ~ ~ 
·· · outs and deaths), or at best increasing very slowly. 

B. · 4. Life Styl! 

There.does seem to be a characteristic life style for 
American Jews. It is, of course, sometimes difficult to . 
distinguish whether this life style is associated with 

· , the Jewishness of the group or with its socio-economic .. · . · - · :: , 
position. Nevertheless, on a variety of aspects of living, 
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Jews as a group do teud to differ from Protestants, 
.Catholics, Negroes or national origin groups. These · ., ·· · ,_ 
di£ferences in life style are manifest in such patterns · · --· : 
a-s relationships within the family, choices of re.creaticin·, . . .. 
cultural interests, utilization of financial resources, etc · · ... 

B. 5. Political Attitudes 

. - . . . : ;.; \ .: 

Jew~ continue to tend to vote "liberal ;r. -- internationalli·s ~ 
rather than isolationist, 11welfare State11 rather than 
laissez-faire, fede!:rali.st i;-ather than states rights, civil · 
rights and civil liberties rather than repressionist or 
segregationist . In some of these instances they seem to 
vote contrary to the expected pattern for their non-Jewish: . . .-. : . .. 

. . . so.cio-economic peers. They are rarely today found in.- the : ;: ': ·' ·.· . ... 
!!radical" political movements in which they were such "a · .. -· . · . .. · · 
significant part a generation ago. With their changing 
econQmic situation, they are tending to become an almost 
.disappearing element .in the labor movement; as of today 
they are more likely to be in the managerial cadre of the· - -- ·- ·-· ··· 
union·s than among its rank and file members or its officers 

B. 6. Expressed Views and Behavior 

·" - .. , .. ,The" .foregoing does not . necessarily mean that personal : or · .. ·; ;, :., .. ~ ~. , 

group behavior actually conforms to the expressed social 
or political views. Individual Jews may be authoritarian, 
may favor equality for Negroes in principle but be averse 
to contacts in real situations, ?nay as employers engage in · ·· 
-an:~i-~-iicn practices, and so on. As a group, however,-

- they tend o-ven..-helmingly to express and to vote those · ... .. . -- ... 
positions which favor an "open" egalitarian society rathe r · · 
than a closed hierarchical one. 

C. Religious 

C. 1. Affiliation 

It. is extremely difficult to come py reliable statistics 
as to the numbers or proportions of Jews currently 
affiliated with temples or synagogues. It seems likely 
that although American Jews define themselves as a 
"religious" group, a substantial proportion (perhaps as 
much as half) are not affiliated with a synagogue. .i ... ~ • 

. -. 
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. C. 2. Branches of Judaism 

Among those who are affiliated with synagogues, the choice ... . 
of the particular branch of Judaism does not always · · · 
represent a theological or an ideological decision. ·- - :. : .-: : :: _ 
Components in the choice often include such factors as . _ _ 
soci.-0-economic ·position or mobility, neighborhood, type · of .- _ : . ~ .... 
religious school, social and family relationehips, personal 
feelings about the rabbi, language, etc. Affiliates of all, 
three major branches tend to reveal overlapping concepts in 
their expressed views about the nature of Judaism, with 
the differences resting largely on emphasis rather than 

- · - substance. Differences ·in liturgy are strung out 

c. 3. 

alcng a continuum rather than revealing sharp cleavages ·, · -.-· ,. =~ 

into threa distinct groups. 

Synagogue Attendance 

. . . . .. Attendance at synagogue services occurs for a majority of · ······ -· · -
Jews only on the High Holy Days. A relatively small pro-

c. 4. 

port·ion even of the members of S%,agogues attends weekly . 
ser'Vices regularly. (This proportion among Jews is also _ -·. .. _. _ 
smaller than the prcportions cf weekly church attendance 
among .Catholics and Protestants.) 

Svna~ogue Roles 

OVer the years, both the role cf rabbi and congregation 
have been changing. This process is continuing. In most 
.instances, the rabbi leads prayer and often Hrepresents 11 

~ t:he · congregation in prayer. Prayer is perceived primarily_ 
as '- 1

·
1attending servicesu rather than as an expression of a 

personal relationship to a deity. 

C. 5 . Heme Practices 

: ·-.·. : ~ . . 

Daily ritual practices are continuing to decline, even 
among the Orthodox-affiliated, but less so among them 
than .. among others. The Sabbath is marked is some way in l.t. , ,.. ~"-'

a significant proportion of J ewish homes (candle-lighting 
and kiddush). It is however an occasion for ~ 'recreation" 
rather than for sacredness , study or prayer in a majority 
of Jewish homes . 
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C. 6. Holidays 

For most American Jews, the holidays which are likely" to .: .· ·. 
be observed are the High Holy Days, Passover and Chanukka!i.- '· .· . .:>.:. · 

These occasions are annual, familial, festive. . .. _ . 

C. 7. Faith 

Most American Jews tend to be rationalist in their outlook;: :.: . . .. . 
and few have faith in a supernatural or personal deity with :_:. 
a direct bearing on their lives. Yet, most also recognize 
that the conceJ?.t of God is inherent in Judaism. 

C. 8. K."lowledge 

' . . :Knowledge of the law, or of the sacred literature, ·is · .. 
relatively limited among American Jews. A large proportion -=- ·· ·· 
of .American-born and American-educated Jews tend to have.·. 
absorbed concepts of religion from the surrounding society · ·· · 
and therefore to think of Judaism in Christien terms~ · 

C. 9. Trends Toward Revival 

There are some signs of a desire among American Jews to · · 
. . know more about Judaism, to be more nauthenticallya 
_Jew.ish, and to resume practices previously discarded~ - · · ~ 

How substantial or significant these developments are and 
what they may augur for the future is difficult to assess. 

C. 10. Anti-ReligiQ!l 

. ~There is in addition a proportion of American Jews who 
affirm their Jewishness but who are outspokenly atheistic ·, 
agnostic or "secular. 11 

D. Jewishness 

D. 1. Jewishness 

A large proportion of religiously unaffiliated or indiffere 
Jews nevertheless regard themselves as affirmatively Jewish 
They see themselves as Jews in a variety of ways: .by · ,. 
"feeling themselves to be Jews, ;i by affiliation ar.d 
association, by a responsibility for the welfare of other 

... . - -~ . 

-.. \... . ·- ·:· 
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Jews, by the difference between Jews and non-Jews, by the; . 
threat of anti-Semitis~, by culture, by habit, by loyalty; 

D. 2. Group 

One of these categories is perhaps best characterized by 
the "sense of group belongingness. n Seen in other way's ·, - - .. 
it may be classified as 0 consciousness of kind, 11 as common 
life style, as "feeling more comfortable with other Jews. 11

· · 

D. 3. Culture 

Jewish 11culture 11 is seen by some as being the prime. 

-· .... 

characteristic of the Jew. The term is used both narrowly · ' 
. · ~--- ~.. and .broadly. Narrowly, it ··is seen as the creative: products · ... , 
· . . ,.· · . . of J_ewish thought and· art -- including literature; music ·j · .... · · · . . ~ · 
... . ~ ·· ~-" · _ ". "scjiolarship, crafts, visual arts. Broadly, it is seen as · -: · 

embodying all the products of Jewish experience including · · .... 
religion, values, mores, customs, habits, usages, interests 

· and inclinations. 

D. 4. Anti-anti-Semitism 

FQt; some, being Jewish is being other than •1them, =• tind .. - · · -·
resisting pressures from outside. It assumes that the 

.ha_~lmark of being Jewish is readiness to face (and the -
n~~d to oppose) hostility from non-Jews. While it i s -
essentially a negative conception, it is often expres·sea ·-
as a p.ositive raison d' €tre and often pre-supposes an 

· .inevitable, continuing or re-emerging anti-S-emitism·. 

D. 5. Strangeness 

A frequently expressed view more often than not in 
literary terms -- is that the essential characteristic of 
the J ew is to be "the stranger" and therefore the critic, · 
the goad, the gadfly of the society. In some instances ; . 
this quality is associated with a "typical" intellectuality, · 
skepticism, pragmatism or freedom of inquiry. r • -

D. 6. Membership 

For many Jews their ties to the group or its meaning are 
expressed througl1 fonnal membership in a voluntary Jewish· · .. 
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organization - - with a wide range of stated purposes. . , '. -:. · . , , 
These organizations range in type from the Jewish Community' . .,.., ·· · ... · 

- Center to Zionist groups to community relations organiza~ _:, :: ·.- - · 
. tions to boards of social or educational agencies. Most .... : : . 
of .these organizations have in large measure ceased to be 
"ideological." A·s put by one commentator, they have tended · 
to become 11functions rather than causef;.lt In addition, 
the differences among them are frequently differences in 
general orientation, in the socio-economic composition of ··· _ _ .. . __ . -
their constituencies, or in their 11style. 11 There appears ' 

D. 7. 

. to be scme lag between the changing interests and needs of. : 
.American Jews and the programs of their organizations. · 

Philanthropy 

In Ehe main, Jewish ·philanthropy, charity and social we1fare- -·--: ·· ~ · 
: funs:!- drives have tended to become standarized and stabilized- · · · 
For about fifteen years, the total national income of these . .. - : .... 
operations through local federated fundraising campaigns 

· : -has -remained at around ·$125,000,000. Additionally, it · · · :: 
has been pointed out that the number of contributors to 
these campaigns has not been rising and, while this va~ies 
from corranunity to community, the proportion of those Jews 
who contribute to these campaigns is certainly below 50% 
in the largest Jewish population centers. However, an 

- ·- ·app-rox·imately equal ·amount of money is raised outside ·the··· ·: 
federated campaigns by the congre·gational groups, seminaries '. 
colleges, certain special funds for Israeli institutions, 
and capital funds campaigns~ There are indications that 
certain Je~ish givers seek outlets for their funds in 

·-- institutions other than the traditional hierarchy of 
- ~erican Jewish charities, whether Jewish sponsored or non- · " 
sectarian. (For example, today, institutions of higher 
learning seem to have more appeal than aid to the needy.) 
A proportion of Jewish donors seem to be interested in 

.. . : ..: .s:uppqrting Jewish-sponsored institutions which serve or. - .-. ... __ ·:. :.. .. .. 
· · ·"··Contribute to general American education or welfare ... · · · ... 

. . . (e.g., Brandeis University or the Albert Einstein College - --~ .. -· ~ ~ 
of Medicine). Others seem to prefer making their .contri
butions to totally no~-sectarian, educational, cultural 
and welfare agencies. 
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The Jewish-sponsored social agencies confront dilemmas of _· . . -. - ... 
.. purpose and process. Established decades ago p:rima·rily ·( .- .:: · :: ':- . 

. ;_ ~-.- · · as -instrumentalities of naid to the dese.rving poor" and.- · :: .: ;.;- · :-':· ~ 
.. . . .. . of "Americanization and adjustmene' their purposes seem· . · · 

_ ..... ___ _ _ __ to have b.een diluted or .destroyed by changes in the _ .. _ ... , ___ _ _ 

· .1 • • 

American society, in the Jewish group and in social 
welfare and social work. Some (like hospitals) find 

-· themselves receiving only a small proportion of their· 
operating costs from Jewish sources and often serve a 

· . · cl.ientele which is largely non-Jewish. Still others are · 

- - - - - . ·- -..... " .. 

:.. ···· : · :·· .· 2perceived as Jewish-financed services to the general· · · ·· · : · -: ·: '. ~· 
• 1 • - - ~ • :American society.·· In contrast, there is often a sense . = '···- ~-.~ ~ : 

r' •• ~ ... ~(among boards, staffs and contributors) that a Jewish-.. -.. :~.·-·~-;-... :. ' 
· agency should be in some way characteristically Jewish, . .. _ _ . . · · · 

thS:.tg~l. they are uncertain. of how this can be achieved . - ··.' : . 
- ·- ·The-re is both a demand for and a resistance to the · idea · ·--· -- · - -

· · ' ~ · =·· .. -that .. a Jewish social agency should be "an instrument of·· 
Jewish survival." 

D. 9 . Community Organization 

_ _ _ _ _ . ____ t_o_i;_ many, there is a feeling that Jewishness requires a . .. __ .. 
· "sense of community. 11 To ·some, this implies an organized~ .. · -

unified bod.y, udemocratically11 structured, and which can. . . . ... -
.. a.c.t ..:or speak for ·11 the whole · Jewish community11 on matte.rs:.:. _ _. .. .. . 
at issue. To others, 11the sense of como;i.unity" is 
articulated in the aggregate, by a wide variety of voluntary 

._ · · .-.!ewish organizatiops, each freely expressing the special , . . ~ - · __ .. . 
.... interests and approaches of its constituency. An . ... -··-- ··· . ... . 

:increasingly articulated tension is that between the 
11rel.igious 11 and the 11secular11 Jewish agencies. As Amer.ican 
Jews · define their distinctiveness in terms of religious - · · · · · · 
dif·ference, the religious institutions see themselves · as· · 
be-ing logically ·the· leading (if not the only) appropriate .... . · : .. 

. ..... - -·-··--. inst.ruments of Jewish expression. Yet they also often· sec .·.- __ -: 
· · them-selves as excluded from the support of Jewish funds or _ 

_ ... _,_ :~ : ··'-'-- _ a.-:.®.~ermining role in Jewish communal decisions. Other .. :.:.:·.:: •~~ -·- ;._:.: •. 
agencies, however, see themselves as serving inherently . · 
Jewi~h purposes in a variety of social and civic ways, _and 
as bridging the boundaries among the "branches" of Jewish · · . .
religion to provide a ilpan-Jewish11 forum and expression. 
There remain also conflicts as between overseas and dome:stic. · · ,., 
emphases and between national and local emphases . . 
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D. lQ. Israel 

... 
The establishment and existence of Israel have aroused warm 
feelings in most American Jews. The 'hnti-Israel 11 ideology . .' 
has appealed to only. a tiny proportion of ~..merican Jews . 
MC?st American Jews have not .felt, and have not accepted, . 
any sense that their warmth toward Israel and its needs 

·Createsproblems of dual loyalty. To date, however, Israel 
has not seemed to influence to any major degree any 
intensification in Jewish learning, commitment, religious 
or cultural development. TI1ere is a continuing exchange 

. ~ :~ of visits and discussions .between American and Israeli 
.- : .·,; J~Y!S. . The import and impact of this exchange are obscure. 

It has not however led to any articulated common view of 
the two Jewries as to the nature of being Jewish, or a 
mutually complementary future course~£ development of 
Jewish identity or activity. 

D. 11. Other Jews Abroad 

American Jews feel a strong surge of sympathy for other 
.Jews abroad, particularly when thair Jewishness or their 
actual survival seem threatened by hostile circumstances . 

. Notable examples are · the plight of Jewry in the Soviet 
Union and outbreaks of anti-Semitic character in North 
Africa, ·Latin America or Sout~ Africa. These impulses 
however tend to take the form of financial, and sometimes 
political, support but rarely any continuing exchange and 

. influence. There are notable exceptions of cases in 
. ·- which American Jewish qrganizations or agencies, cooperating 
- .... -·with Jewish organizations abroad, have been lending as sis-

. tance in religious> cultural and community developments · 
·abroad. These represent, however, func.tional service to 
the foreign Jewish groups rather than as means of communi

.. ~ation and exchange between Jews in America and Jews in· 
those countries, at large. 

E. Jewish Education 

E. 1. Statistics 

•.3 · . 

t., ••• 

The number of Jewish .children receiving formal Jewish · ... ~ .. " 
· · schooling tended to increase consistently after World 

War II, in both absolute numbers and proportions. This 

' .. 
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tendency has leveled off in the last two years. Currently, 
about 80% of school age children receive some Jewish -
schooling. A total of 600,000 are attending Jewish · 

.. ~chools -- congregational afternoon and weekend schools,.: .. '.:: : :·· ·. 
,-; - day schools and the few remaining community-wide schools, · 

. . -.. ~ or t.almud torahs. The most marked increasee h .::ivc been ·· in-- ~ · · · · ·' ' · 
__ .: - -- -· -the numbers and proportions of girls receiving such 

. •• ! 

~q~c_ation and of those atten<;ling day schools. For 1964·- .-. - . ·: ~ ~ :· . 
. 1965, the anticipated attendance of pupils is 50,000 in 
all day schools (primarily Orthodox); 250,000 in afternoon · . 

. . . and .weekend schools (primarily Conservative); and 300 ,000 · · ·· · · -: · 
in weekend only schools (primarily Refonn). 

E. 2. Duration 

~ - For -most of these children-; both t..lie number of hours per" ·' ...... ·· 
.. .... ·._. ~ee_~_ .. Ji?d the number of years ... in such education have been 

: .. . . ... :incY.~_asing. While . most of these children terminate their . . . 
. ~onnal Jewish education at ba~ mitzve}.~ or confirmation· age; · .. ···.· : 
there. is some tendency for older teen-agers to continue in 

___ .. _ -- ·-~9~~ - _fonn of .:ewish education up to their departure for 
- , 1 co~ ege. 

IL 3. Type§_ 

Most Jewish child education is now conducted by congrega-
. _____ . _ ti_o~s. There is a tendency toward the establishment of 

_ ~l~~branch, city-wide high school level education conducted' 
by bureaus of Jewish education, which also often conduct 
teacher-training programs. Some of the larger communitie·s 

.have colleges of Jewish studies which are often not · · ~ · ·· · · · · 
:-:; ,. . ;affiliated with a particular .branch of Judaism. There· are ·'.· ~- ·. : ,,~ 

_ .. ... : :.in :a-ddition teacher and rabbinical training institutions·,- · · : · · · · 
generally conducted by each of the branches, at the college · · -· : 
level. There is a · remaining body of Yiddish shulen, which · - ·. 
currently are more likely to incorporate Hebrew and 
religious elements than they once did . The national · bodies··· 
of all groups make some effort to influence local schools- .·. · -· 
through guidance, curriculum development, preparation of 
·texts .and teachers ·~ plan books, but generally individual --,: · :- : ·- · - · ·· 
schools are autono~ous and the educational program of each 

. . is :determined primarily by the rabbi and/or school director ·· " '·· · · 
or principal. Most temples and synagogues have lay school 

.. - ·: -committees, but these tend to make decisions or recommenda- " · · ~ · 
tions which are primarily admistrative. 
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E. 4. Organization 

·As indicated above most Jewish schools are conducted and- ._. : .. ·~.. =. ' 
directed by their individual congregations. In the larg~~: ·_!'... ' ·. ·. -

·communities, bureaus of education attempt to provide · ·- -··--··-···· 
guidance, teacher-training, standard setting and community 

·· interpretation. In some instances, they serve as the 
channel for distribution of federation subventions to 
·Jewi·sh schools or as the evaluators upon whose judgements· 
such subventions are based. The influence of the bureaus · ·: ·: · · 
in each of their communities and upon each school tends to 
vary .from none to substantial • 

. E. 5. Curriculum 

· · ·There ~ t:ends to be a ·general aeceptance of wilat ought to be
taught in principle, among all educational groups, with 
variations in emphasis. Almost all Jewish schools tend 
to .include in their curricula Hebrew, Bible, Jewish history, 

···customs and ceremonies, · holidays and festivals, worship, : ~ .. _ 
Jewish current events, ethics. Ther~ are, however, wide ·. 
variations in the amount and depth of the teaching in each 
of these subjects. 

E. 6. Teach~ 

. ·"'; 

E. 7. 

· - The shortage of teachers, or .. trained teachers, is endemic. 
Many schools rely upon college students, housewives or 
other non-professionals. In many schools, local public . 
school teachers and csupervisors become the staff of Jewish 
s·chooi=s on week-ends. Frequently, the school director i s . . . 

· ·th·e-· onl-y full-time member of the school staff. Often, - the -
textbook is the sole resource of the teachers. · 

Effects 

: .How effective these types of .education are is a question 
. of what standards one is applying. Many children do 

·a·ttain a degree of familiarity with certain cognitive 
· material. Whether the educational process elicits 

11Jewish commitment" is unmeasured. Whether it produces· 
"Jewish literacy" in any degree comparable to the general 
education of American Jews is also unmeasured but 
apparently doubtful. 
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E. 8. Informal Education 

Organizationally-sponsored Jewish summer camps and youth-~ · ~ .. ... " . 
groups are making efforts to provide a Jewish milieu - . -
which will fortify both the knowledge and commitment of.: .. . . ': 
Jewish youngsters. Jewish community centers have ·also 
been. making groping efforts in this direction but .rely 
primarily upon a Jewish uatmosphere 11 (that is, Jewish -- - -· · ··· 
sponsorship and activity with other Jews} and upon 

. 
11events11 (a book fair, an Israeli night, a Jewish concert) . .. _ 
to achieve this effect . Here, too, there is a shortage ~ - · - · 
of personnel with Jewish knowledge combined with group. · -· _ . ...... . 
work skills. 

E. 9. Faren~ 

'"' -- -Mo-st Jewish parents -want their · children to be Jewish · but~·=··:'-=- · ·:· 
. expect the religious . school to be the principal agent- . : . : 7 · . • 

.. :. ~.Qr:. achieving this . .. Their interest in cur~iculum tends 
to be limited and they tend to rely on the educators to 

: ··. - provide an appropriate curriculum. They want the 
education to make their children 11feel 11 Jewish (though 
no_t so intensely ·that it will make them 'liifferentu), to 
have whatever knowledge is necessary for such feeling, 
arrd to be armed with sufficient knowledge and security 
to enable them to cope with or feel equal to Christian 
children. There tends to· be a marked gap between what- .... . · · ··· ·. 
the religious schools teach about being Jewish and what 
the children experience in their home.s or perceive in 
their parents. 

• 

F. Jewish Adult Education 
• 

F. 1. Extent 

. . . . -

11tere has . been a . notable increase in the efforts of · · . 
. congregations and other organizations to expand the- - -- · · - · · .. · · 
Jewish knowledge of adults. These range all the way from . 
intensive courses in Bible, philosophy, sacred literature 
and Hebrew to 11one-shot11 lectures, to study and discussion 
groups to institutes and seminars.. While . there is 
apparently an increase in the number of those who expose 
themselves to these efforts, it is as yet only a minority· : 
of the potential audience.:which does so. · · · · · · 

.. 
: . .. 
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F ~ 2. College Youth 

·-

• 
1 Hillel Foundations generally attract only a small propor:-····:: 
:tion of the number ·of · Jewish s_tudents on campus to the.ir_ ·· ... - :., : ... 
programs. The types of program ·vary with the campus, 

. . . . ·.·. but. include courses, lectures, discussions, and congrega- . ... 
tional activities·. Increasing numbers of colleges and 
.universities are establishing chairs of Jewish studies, 
but ·no data arcavailable on the relative proportion of 
Jewish and non-Jewish students who take the courses 

-. 

J ... : .-.. r 

qffered. There is a number of Jewish students at graduate 
- ·and undergraduate levels who have undertaken to concentrat1 · · · · 

upon Jewish scholarship in their graduate work. - · ·· 

G. Role in ft.rcierica 

G. 1. Group Status 

Accepted as one of the "three major religions" in America.:, 
.the Jewish group in America, as such, has achieved a 
relativ~ly high status. Overt, agitational anti-Semitism 
.appears to have declined, . as .. has the saliency of the . Jews 
in the minds of the general population. 

G. 2. Discrimination 

Overt discrimination has declined in housing, employment 
and education. Social discrimination remains, though . . . __ . __ _ 
not to the extent of a generation ago. _ .··. 

G. 3. Economic Spread 

Nevertheless, Jews may now be found in almost every area 
of ·the national economy; and in each of them, individual 
·Jews have achieved prominence • . In particular fields; · · · · :.·· 
Jews as a group have played a significant role in shaping 

': ··. ::. :· · - ·them. Notable among these are · such examples as. the need.lie::~-.. 
trades; the entertainment industry (theatre, film, · -· ·--

.concert, popular music, etc.); the electronics indust+y; . 
the trade union movement (particularly the garment trade·· · 
unions); and others. 

-.,- rt• · . • · ~· : 
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G. 4. Professions 

Among ethnic and religious groups in the United Stat~s· , •· . . .. 
Jews rank high in the proportion engaged in the . _ _ , ~ 

· · · · · · · ipro.fessions. In r ecent years, Jews have entered (and . ·· _;, · ·· ~ ; ·, ·'" 
·have often achieved success) in professions from which· 
they were formerly almost totally absent; e.g., 
engineering, architecture, or veterinary medicine. 
There are professions, like social work, in which the 

• ~ • " • • "" ' • f 

- ·--· · .:Contributions of Jewish institutions and personnel have -- ·- ·· .. 
in. a iarge measure influenced the character of the field 
as a whole. In others, the proportion of individual 
jel:;s engaged in the profession has been so great that 

· ~ they can be said to have influenced the nature of the 
profession (like psychiatry) although what if any _, . . ·- -· - .. 

~ . . .. .. . ... . . . .... . 
role the .Jewish. element played in this development is __ 
a matter of speculation. 

q. 5. Cultural Impact 

- .. -- - J.ews have played an important part in the intellectual 
·life of contemporary America. Individual Jews have been . 
outstanding in many fields of scientific research (the 
number ·of Jewish Nobel Prize winners forms a vc,tstly . .. .. . 
larger percentage of all such winners than the proportion 

- ·. of :Jews to the total population) in the physical, natural, 
· ·~edical, mathematical and behav.ioral sciences. They are 

noteworthy in the fields of creative, critical and 
scholarly literature -- drama, fiction, poetry, belles 

. · lettre.s, history, .social analysis and journalism. While -
--- .;. .. :·,:·_·.:.·: :.the subject matter . of the literature often revolves : ~,'-· - ~;.:_:: 

· · · · ·· · ·· · · around Jewish protagonists, there is some question abo.ut:_. : : 
. . whether it represents a 11Jewish literature. 11 

· Popular · · · · · 
American culture has been substantially influenced by 
J ews and has adopted many elements from Jewish sources. 

G. 6. Government and Politics 

-Individual Jews have served and are serving with distinct-ion 
(or without it) ·in elective and appointive offices in · · 

· local, state or federal government up to the level of . 
Senate, Cabinet, and Supreme Court. It is doubtful that 
·they have been doing so in larger proportions than theyJ . 
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did in· mid-nineteenth century. Politics is not a 
favored profession among Jews and they are more likely 
to be active in the non-partisan political policy groups ·· 
(Council on Foreign Re lations, League of Woman Voters, 
etc.} than in precinct politics and elective candidacies. 
They are not however absent from political party councils 
and campaigns. 

AJC}JCAD 
~..SS :ls 
September, 1954 
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~ Suggested Areas ~iscussion. 
1. Do we face a "crisis" for the Jewish future in America? 

If we do, what is the nature of the crisis? 

2:. Are the current problems a continuation of a historical 
.. process begun in Europe with the Emancipation? Are there 
.... · simi lar problems among. Jews elsewh~re in the world? Is · 

. . . (·· ~t.h~ .Anerican society uniquE! and has it had unique effects 
. _ . ~.rp~n the American Jew? If so, what are these effects? · . · -

3. . What. are the realities of what is hc::p?ening among Arneric.an · 
Je~'1S ? For exa:nple: 

4. 

a ·. What is the meaning of increased ~ynagogue affiliation 
and the self-definition as a 11religious 11 group, 
accompanied by a limited ';religious ·devotion?" 

b. Is the trend toward an increafed rate of intermarriage · 
likely to continue up·ward, cor.stantly? Is there a 
forese~able liruit? Is the trend an inevitable by-

... pToduct of ~ife .in an "open soc~ety" with a decreasing--
overt ant~emitism? . . · · . 

. c. Jlhat a~e the reasoI}s for the tendency toward abstention 
· · - from Jewish corr.rnitment among Jewish intellectuals and · 

· - - · ..:. > yot1.ng people? · · · 

.. d . . How do we explain the static quality ·in the number · 
of Je·ws involved and the amount of f unds r aised by 
federated J ewish campaigns? Or the· apparent limits 
in tl:i.e membership of the major m?mbership organizat{ons? 

Ho~·1 . do Arnerican Jews p~tceive the questions we are discussing1 .. ': .- · 
t·ihat are the varying reactions, i mpulses , actions and 
inact i ons. of American Jews toward these matters. 

5 . What do. J ews in America want? To what do they aspire? 
What is their vision of the ideal society and their 
iceal for Jews in such a society? 
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.. . . 
· . .. 
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~ 

~ 6. What are the relationships between all these matte£:"s and . 
organized religion, ·organized com:.-nunal insti,_::utions, 

! . 

J ewish social agencies and Jewish organizations? What \. 
ga~s exist between the J ewish group and its institutions? · 

How do Israel and international developments vis-a-vis 
Jewry affect P..merican J ews and their future? 
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